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Full Legal Disclaimer

This research presentation expresses our research opinions.  You should assume that as of the publication date of any presentation, report or letter, Spruce Point Capital 
Management LLC (“SPCM”) (possibly along with or through our members, partners, affiliates, employees, and/or consultants) along with our subscribers and clients has a 
short position in all stocks (and are long/short combinations of puts and calls on the stock) covered herein, including without limitation American Battery Metals Corp 
(“ABML”), and Comstock Mining Inc. (“LODE”) therefore stand to realize significant gains in the event that the price of either stock declines. Following publication of any 
presentation, report or letter, we intend to continue transacting in the securities covered therein, and we may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of 
our initial recommendation.  All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and Spruce Point Capital Management does not undertake to update this report 
or any information contained herein.  Spruce Point Capital Management, subscribers and/or consultants shall have no obligation to inform any investor or viewer of this 
report about their historical, current, and future trading activities.

This research presentation expresses our research opinions, which we have based upon interpretation of certain facts and observations, all of which are based upon publicly 
available information, and all of which are set out in this research presentation.  Any investment involves substantial risks, including complete loss of capital. There can be no 
assurance that any statement, information, projection, estimate, or assumption made reference to directly or indirectly in this presentation will be realized or accurate. Any 
forecasts, estimates, and examples are for illustrative purposes only and should not be taken as limitations of the minimum or maximum possible loss, gain, or outcome. Any 
information contained in this report may include forward looking statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections. You should assume these types of 
statements, expectations, pro forma analyses, estimates, and projections may turn out to be incorrect for reasons beyond Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s control. 
This is not investment or accounting advice nor should it be construed as such. Use of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC’s research is at your own risk. You should do 
your own research and due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax experts, before making any investment decision with respect to securities 
covered herein. All figures assumed to be in US Dollars, unless specified otherwise.

To the best of our ability and belief, as of the date hereof, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable and does not omit to state material facts necessary to 
make the statements herein not misleading, and all information has been obtained from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or 
connected persons of the stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer, or to any other person or entity that was 
breached by the transmission of information to Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. However, Spruce Point Capital Management LLC recognizes that there may be non-
public information in the possession of ABML/LODE or other insiders of ABML/LODE that has not been publicly disclosed by ABML/LODE. Therefore, such information 
contained herein is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether express or implied. Spruce Point Capital Management LLC makes no other representations, 
express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. 

This report’s estimated fundamental value only represents a best efforts estimate of the potential fundamental valuation of a specific security, and is not expressed as, or 
implied as, assessments of the quality of a security, a summary of past performance, or an actionable investment strategy for an investor. This is not an offer to sell or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any security be offered or sold to any person, in any jurisdiction in which such offer would be unlawful under the 
securities laws of such jurisdiction.  Spruce Point Capital Management LLC is registered with the SEC as an investment advisor. However,  you should not assume that any 
discussion or information contained in this presentation serves as the receipt of personalized investment advice from Spruce Point Capital Management LLC. Spruce Point 
Capital Management LLC is not registered as a broker/dealer or accounting firm.

All rights reserved. This document may not be reproduced or disseminated in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Spruce Point Capital Management LLC.
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Investor Warning: We’ve Seen This Metal 
Commodity Boom-Bust Before

Spruce Point’s Track Record of Identifying Over-Hyped Commodity, Metal, and Technology Stock Promotions

Company/Ticker United States Antimony (AMEX: UAMY) Liquidmetal Technologies (OTCBB: LQMT)

Report Date 8/20/12 5/12/12

Company 
Promotion

Uplisting from the OTC Bulletin Board to the American Stock 
Exchange reflects renewed investor interest in antimony, a 

critical commodity in short supply

Revolutionary metal alloy and technology company with exciting 
potential applications in consumer products, notably with Apple

Our Criticism UAMY’s share price and market cap explosion to almost $5/sh 
($190m market cap) backed by a stock promotion campaign, 

and growth case that is likely to disappoint. Company claims it 
can expand into antimony mining from processing, but has no 

SEC compliant proven/probable reserves, and previously wrote 
off the mining operation at $0 a few years back

Highly promoted penny stock with tangential connection to 
Apple. With a market cap that exceeds $125 million and a 

convoluted capital structure, investors would likely be 
disappointed with any future revenue streams from Apple and 

revalue the business to pennies after reaching a high 
of $0.60 in 2012.

Spruce Point 
Successful 
Outcome

UAMY’s share price collapsed to less than $1.00 within a year, 
and to a low of $0.20 from a high of $4.78 after it became clear 
that its growth prospects couldn’t be met and commodity prices 

retreated after a period of expansion. UAMY has generated 
negative Free Cash Flow in every year since our 2012 report, 

except 2017 when it produced just $400k of positive 
Free Cash Flow

A little more than a year later, LQMT’s shares collapsed to 
$0.10 and have languished since. Its share count has ballooned 
from 248m to 914m. From 2013-2016, total sales amounted to 

just $2.2m, while operating losses have exceeded -$34m

The recommendations shown above are not intended to be exhaustive. A full list of all recommendations made over the past twelve months can be found on our website

“Booms and busts in stock prices are often greatest in speculative mining and technology plays that tantalize investors with 
optimistic revenue and profit outlooks, yet often come from unproven claims and companies with a history of failure. We saw this in 
2012 and have a proven record of calling out stock promotions in these sectors, namely Liquidmetal Technologies (OTCBB: LQMT)
and US Antimony (AMEX: UAMY). We see extreme parallels between these promoted failures and American Battery Metals Corp 
(OTCBB: ABML) and Comstock Mining Inc.(NYSEAmex: LODE). These companies appear to have hitched their wagon to investor 
enthusiasm for electric vehicle battery recycling, and their prospective plant’s proximity to Tesla and its Gigafactory in Nevada . We 
recommend investors exercise extreme caution at these extended valuations and urge shareholders to closely examine why we 
believe companies are Strong Sells.”

Quote From 
Ben Axler

CIO 
Spruce Point

https://www.sprucepointcap.com/united-states-antimony-corp/
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/liquidmetals/
http://www.sprucepointcap.com/research/
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ABML And LODE: Misguided, Retail-Driven, EV 
Battery Recycling Hype Stories With Up To
90% Downside Risk

Like many investors, Spruce Point has observed the recent outsized gains in clean energy stocks, notably those tied to electric vehicles. While we 
have no doubt that long-term winners, and in fact a new generation of industry leaders, will emerge over time, we have equally strong conviction that 
sector hype, thematic ESG fund flows, inadequate due diligence, and poor valuation discipline have artificially inflated prices for certain companies. 
There are some companies that deserve the attention – having attracted marquee investors and top quality management with proven experience –

while other companies, we believe, are mere pretenders riding the wave of misguided capital flows. 

We believe we have identified two egregious pretenders: American Battery Metals Corporation (OTCBB: ABML) and Comstock Mining (NYSEAmex: 
LODE), two companies with grand ambitions to enter the market for EV battery recycling. We will illustrate why we believe investors’ should heavily 
discount management’s claims of hundreds of millions of dollars in near-term revenues. We’ve even expose ABML’s exaggerated permitting claims 

with hard evidence from the city of Fernley, NV documenting that no permits are in process. 

ABML was incorporated in 2011 but has spent most of its corporate life as a bulletin board penny stock shell that owns some mineral rights in 
Nevada. Having never generated any revenue from acquiring or developing mineral properties, in 2H 2019 the Company underwent a strategic review 

to find new market opportunities and settled upon battery recycling. With a skeleton management team, little cash, and practically no battery recycling 
expertise, ABML was soon touting its plan to build the largest recycling facility in the world, located not far from the Tesla Gigafactory in Nevada. Not 

surprisingly, the market took little notice until the EV sector hype reached a fevered pitch last December, and ABML shares surged 20x. If Tesla is 
going to rule the automotive world, they are going to need a lot more batteries, and thus the world’s supply of key battery materials will struggle to 

meet that demand. That market opportunity must surely support ABML’s $1.4 billion valuation…right?

Wrong. We believe ABML has characteristics of a stock promotion with little chance of success. At Spruce Point, we focus significant effort on 
assessing corporate management, and we have rarely encountered a team that raised so many red flags. ABML’s issues run the gamut, from poor 
disclosure to conflicts of interest to its CEO and Board members’ involvement with past SEC-charged corporate frauds. We believe management’s 

ability to execute, and in fact its integrity, is highly questionable. In that context, we come to view ABML’s ambitious plans and grand claims in a new, 
and very negative, light. Upon closer examination, we believe ABML has consistently mischaracterized its market opportunity, demonstrated poor 

execution, and shows all the hallmarks of a retail-driven story stock set-up for failure. We find evidence to suggest one of its “institutional” investors 
is connected to a FINRA-banned broker, while the CEO has also used a closely-related research firm tied to his broker/dealer Objective Equity. 

We were shocked to learn how many members of ABML management hold other jobs, but nothing surprised us more than Chief Resource Officer 
Scott Jolcover. Mr. Jolcover is also a Nevada brothel owner and is currently employed as a consultant to LODE, which has also made a pivot from 

gold mining into a “green metals” Company. LODE recently formed a venture with Aqua Metals (Nasdaq: AQMS) – another troubled public company -
and a little known Singapore start-up to enter the EV battery recycling market. We believe Scott Jolcover is related to Jeffrey Jolcover, who has been 
convicted of securities fraud, and local media has reported, advises LODE’s biggest shareholder. Like ABML, we’ve conducted a forensic review of 
LODE’s recycling business claims and believe they have little, if any, chance to succeed. LODE has been led by Corrado De Gasperis, and under his 

tenure, LODE has consistently failed to hit its objectives and destroyed millions in shareholder value. 

Buyer Beware: We believe the potential downside for both companies’ shares is up to 90%.
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ABML: Suspect Management With Checkered Pasts 
Making Bold Claims; Buyer Beware

Spruce Point has assembled a preponderance of evidence to suggest that claims made by ABML management should not be 
trusted. We believe ABML is poorly positioned in a structurally challenged market. Both management and its corporate 
practices raise so many red flags that investors should avoid the stock. Insiders were selling stock at prices as low as $0.10 
before the recent run up. 


Management Obscures 

From Their Bios 
Numerous Failures And 
Associations With Fraud

There is a massive hole in CEO Cole’s corporate biography, and filling in the pieces, we believe, paints a 
troubling picture of a CEO wanting to hide past failures and questionable business dealings. ABML 
management has a history of selective or inconsistent disclosure related to its business status and prospects. 
ABML’s management and Directors have been involved in a shocking amount of public company failure and 
fraud. Cole and Director MacLellan alone account for 4 SEC investigations, 4 bankruptcies, and 11 going 
concern warnings. The consistent track record of failure at low-quality microcap companies is staggering.


Undisclosed Link To A 
Related Research Firm 

And Elements Of A Stock 
Promotion

CEO Cole is employed as a partner at Objective Equity LLC, which has recently had its FINRA registration 
suspended. Objective’s owner has a research firm that has touted Cole’s stocks in the past, most recently 
Oroplata, the predecessor to ABML. ABML utilizes retail-focused channels to communicate with investors. 
Spruce Point has researched many of ABML’s claims and finds many holes in management’s story.


Suspect “Institutional” 
Investors And Uplisting

To Major Exchange 
Unlikely

ABML disclosed it raised money from Tysadco Partners, LLC. We find this entity is associated with Robert J. 
DelVecchio, a FINRA-barred broker. Tysadco Partners is linked to a Howard Davner, who has recorded 3 
different business addresses in just a few months. Mr. Davner has current business dealings with other 
brokers with FINRA records. ABML says an uplisting to a major exchange is in the future, but we don’t buy it.


Structurally Challenged 
Market In The Near-Term

After speaking with a renowned expert, we believe the EV battery recycling market will be slow to develop. 
There’s no existing infrastructure to recycle lithium-ion batteries, only a fraction of EVs are nearing end-of-life, 
most batteries are repurposed for other applications rather than recycled, and recycling is not currently 
economical as most key battery materials are not currently in short supply.


Poorly Positioned With 

Massive Dilution 
Inevitable

In contrast to its large, credible competitors that are far more advanced, we believe ABML has struggled just to 
secure permits and hit its promoted timelines, has no discernable technology advantage we can identify 
(having spent practically zero on R&D), has a going concern warning, and will suffer massive dilution.


“Business Ethics” 

And
Governance Nightmare

ABML recruited a self-proclaimed leading authority on business ethics named David Batstone to the Board. 
His firm promoted a $1.25m investment in ABML, but in reality, with Board fees and stock grants in return, his 
net investment is less. Further, while ABML touts $200m+ sales targets, Mr. Batstone and others are to 
receive a bonus if ABML hits just $1m in sales. In addition, we question why Mr. Batstone has not objected to 
the hiring of Scott Jolcover as Chief Resource Officer given his ownership of a brothel and his current role 
consulting for LODE, an emerging competitor. In fact, many senior ABML managers have other outside roles.
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A LODE of Potential Profits, or a LODE Of Potential 
Failed Promises? 

There is a suspicious overlap of people between ABML and Comstock Mining (LODE), notably Scott Jolcover and Mark Vogel. 
We believe LODE’s recent promotion of its expansion into EV battery recycling is fraught with risks and has a high degree of 
likelihood to fail. The Company promotes its location near Tesla’s Gigafactory and a “patent pending” related to LiFePO4 
battery technology; however, we believe that type of battery is not used by Tesla in the U.S.


LiNiCo A Questionable 
Company Funded By 

LODE w/No Track Record

LiNiCo, run by Mark Vogel, is a new company with no track record in recycling batteries. LiNiCo will be based 
in Nevada, yet the CEO’s experience is primarily in the construction industry in the Asia-Pacific region with a 
suspicious Company called VCM Group, that reneged on a financing deal with ABML and went dark. 


Unproven Technology In 

The Real World
LiNiCo is licensing a “patented technology” from a 2-person company called Green Li-Ion in Singapore. Yet, 
we can only find a “patent-pending” status for LiFePO4, a battery with limited adoption and not being used by 
Tesla in the U.S. We find evidence that Green Li-Ion has “puffed up” its credentials to attract investor attention.


Being Advised By A 
Competitor Whose 

Relative Is A 
Securities Fraudster?

Comstock lists Scott Jolcover (a brothel owner) as a consultant for “commercial transactions”. Mr. Jolcover is 
currently Chief Resource Officer at American Battery Metals (ABML), a competing venture in Nevada also 
claiming to develop an integrated lithium-ion battery recycling facility. Mr. Jolcover has invested in the past with 
Barry Honig, an SEC-charged promoter known for “pump-and-dump” schemes. Also, we believe Scott 
Jolcover is related to Jeffrey Jolcover, who was convicted of securities fraud and money laundering in the late 
‘90s. Local sources suggest that Jeffrey Jolcover works with John V. Winfield, LODE’s biggest shareholder. 


Technology Backer and 

Operator Have No $$ 
At Risk

Neither the CEO of LiNiCo, nor the founders of Green Li-Ion, appear to have put any capital into their 
respective companies. As a result, we believe they have little “at-risk” if the venture fails other than their time 
and efforts. Spruce Point generally favors investing in companies where entrepreneurs put “their money where 
their mouth is”.


Plant Facility Was 

Damaged By A Fire
LiNiCo is promoting Aqua Metals’ (“Aqua”) facility that was damaged in an industrial fire while under its 
ownership. Aqua has a track record of disappointing public investors. Aqua’s contribution to the venture is its 
stock and is putting up no cash. Aqua’s CFO sits on LODE’s Board. Whose interest does he best serve?


3-Year Path To 

Extraordinary Profits A 
Stretch

LiNiCo has filed a redacted 3-Year Financial Model, and the press release claims the business can do $100m 
of sales and pre-tax profits of $30m. Spruce Point believes these targets have little chance of ever being 
realized. Few businesses achieve such success in such a short time. LiNiCo hasn’t even identified where it will 
source its batteries and who will be its customers, among other critical success factors. 


We Believe A 

Nonsensical And 
Irreconcilable Business 

Valuation

There’s a disconnect between the financial targets provided for LiNiCo and the business valuation. LiNiCo’s
implied valuation, which is disputed between the parties, is somewhere between $16.8m to $20.0m. Why 
would LiNiCo sell to investors a $30m profit stream for $20m? Is this really the best deal that LiNiCo could find 
from two microcap public companies in a market where capital is cheap and abundant? 
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With ABML promoting its ability to become a leader in battery recycling within the state of Nevada, we find it curious that its Chief 
Resource Officer Scott Jolcover is also a consultant to Comstock Mining in “commercial transactions”. Comstock now has a 
competing venture with the formation of LiNiCo, claiming that on just 33% of 10,000 tons it can produce $100m of sales. ABML 
claims it can do $200m of sales with a 20,000 ton facility. Investors should also be aware that Mr. Jolcover was an investor in 
Pershing Gold Corp (PGLC). Pershing was a company controlled by Barry Honig, an individual the SEC has brought civil 
litigation against for running “pump-and-dump” schemes.(1,2) Mr. Jolcover is related to Jeffrey Jolcover, who pleaded guilty 
to charges of conspiracy to commit securities, mail and wire fraud, and money laundering in connection with the sales of 
securities to the public in wireless television system.(3) Scott Jolcover also owns a brothel in Nevada called the Playmate Ranch 
and Spa, which we believe doesn’t look good from a governance perspective as ABML claims to seek a major stock exchange listing.

Who Is Scott Jolcover, And Is There A Major Conflict 
of Interest?

Source: ABML website

Source: Comstock Mining website also here
1) Pershing Gold S-1 filing shows Mr. Scott Jolcover as an investor
2) SEC Litigation vs. Barry Honig and others 
3) “Fraud Suspect Kills Himself”, Las Vegas Sun, March 1998

https://americanbatterytechnology.com/our-team/
https://www.comstockmining.com/team/scott-jolcover/
https://www.comstockmining.com/about/consultants/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1432196/000152153613000090/q1100947_s1a-pershing.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2020/comp24771.pdf
https://lasvegassun.com/news/1998/mar/20/fraud-suspect-kills-self/


ABML Management Has A History of 
Mismanagement, Stock Promotion, 
And Connections To Corporate Fraud
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A Close Examination of ABML Management 
Yields Grave Concerns

 SEC litigation
 Shareholder and commercial lawsuits
 Bankruptcy
 Going concern warnings
 Accounting restatements
 Questionable auditors
 Stock promotion
 Aggressive business claims
 Highly dilutive financings
 Poor business practices
 Inconsistent and/or misleading disclosure
 Overlapping management commitments

Spruce Point has rarely been so troubled after reviewing the histories and affiliations of a Company’s management 
and Board. We believe the scope and depth of poor / inconsistent disclosure, history of mismanagement, and 

affiliation with corporate scandal is so shocking as to override any investor debate about ABML’s business prospects.

Spruce Point has assembled a preponderance of evidence to suggest that ABML’s management and Board 
should not be trusted. The range of past activities runs the gamut of red flags.
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Doug Cole’s ABML Bio Suggests He Has Extensive 
CEO Experience at Credible Companies

Source: ABML 424B filed 1/7/21.
1) Stock sales at $0.10 cents
2) Cole employment agreement 

CEO Cole has put none of his own money into this venture and was willing to sell stock at $0.10.(1) In addition, his 
employment agreement gives him a special bonus for raising capital without a broker and M&A deals.(2) Aren’t these 
traditional responsibilities of a CEO? More importantly, there are no timeline stipulations upon which he should be 
held accountable for delivering results to investors. 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878221000017/424b3010721_424b3.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1252103/000107878220000433/xslF345X03/primary_doc.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878218000008/f8k010518_ex10z1.htm
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Doug Cole’s Real History Is Much More Complex, 
And Troubling

Period Disclosed in ABML Biography Disclosed in Other Available Bios Reason For Exclusion?

2005 – Present Objective Equity, Partner

Current eWellness Healthcare, Director

2019 – Present Sysorex, Director Going concern warning

2013 AV Therapeutics, CEO, Director Bankruptcy

2012 – 2013 Drinks Americas, Director Going concern warning

2010 – 2013 Longwei Petroleum, Director SEC fraud charge(1)

2010 – 2011 China Chemical Corp, President, 
Director

Shell company transaction, 
even Cole had concerns(2)

Registration terminated

2002 – 2006 TWL Corp, CEO, EVP, Director Bankruptcy

2000 – 2005 Lair of the Bear, Director

1996/97 – 1999 NetAmerica, CEO, President, Director

1991 – 1996 Healthsoft

1991 – 1996 Great Bear Technology, CEO, EVP

CEO Cole appears to have “selectively disclosed” his work history. The companies that are omitted don’t appear to 
have succeeded, and at least one has been charged with fraud.

1) SEC Charges Chinese Fuel Storage Company and Its CFO with Fraud
2) 8-K Cole letter to Board

https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23584.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1445941/000101376211002924/ex171.htm
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Objective Equity: We Believe More Objectionable 
Than “Objective”

Doug Cole’s affiliation with Objective Equity is, at best, inaccurate and, at worst, shows past involvement in numerous 
stock promotion schemes.

Objective Equity LLC is a broker/dealer that has been registered with FINRA since 2005. Its CEO and 
majority owner is David Riedel. The firm is located in Greenbrae, CA. CRD#: 132026/SEC#: 8-66541Background

Spruce Point finds several concerns:
• Doug Cole is not registered with FINRA, despite working at the “limited broker/dealer” for over 15 years
• Despite being a “Partner”, Doug Cole is not listed as having an ownership stake in Objective Equity
• Objective Equity had its FINRA registration suspended in January 2020 for 2 violations
• Over the past ten years, Objective Equity has used 3 different auditors for its annual report: 2019: Rubio CPA, PC 

(Atlanta, GA), 2018: Michael D. Star, P.A., CPA (Daytona Beach Shores, FL), and 2014: Phillip P. George, PLLC
(Celeste, TX)

• Objective Equity is formally affiliated with Riedel Research, which has a history of stock promotion activities, 
including a past stock promotion of ABML (then named LithiumOre, see below)

• Riedel Research gave the keynote speech at the RedChip small cap conference called “Investing in Emerging 
Markets: Avoiding Frauds and Uncovering Gems in the Global Emerging Markets”

• Longwei Petroleum (NYSE: LPH) ended up being charged with fraud, and Doug Cole was a Director

EXTREME WARNING
Doug Cole joined ABML’s Board in Feb 2017 when it 

was called Oroplata Resources. Thus, he was a Partner 
at a firm whose affiliated entity was promoting the 

Company’s stock in November 2018.

https://files.brokercheck.finra.org/firm/firm_132026.pdf
https://files.brokercheck.finra.org/firm/firm_132026.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/vprr/2001/20013833.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/vprr/1900/19003077.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/vprr/1404/14042292.pdf
https://www.proactiveinvestors.com/companies/news/311086/lithiumore-shares-get-buy-rating-from-riedel-research-group-11086.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2012-08-22/david-riedel-global-investing-expert-to-keynote-redchip-small-cap-virtual-conference
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2016/lr23584.htm
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The Objective Equity Modus Operandi Was Laid 
Bare In The Beverly Hills Group Promotion Scheme

In the case of Mikkin v. Beverly Hills Group, Inc. (3:16-cv-01046) brought in the Southern District of 
California, Barbara Mikkin, the former CEO of Beverly Hills Group (BHGI), claimed to have been defrauded 
by the organizers of a “pump-and-dump” and “gypsy swap” scheme in connection with an undisclosed loan 
agreement and a fundraising by BHGI, formerly known as Motion Picture Hall of Fame (an OTC listed 
Nevada shell). Among the defendants are James Poe, the organizer of the Bomps Mining to China 
Chemical shell transaction involving Doug Cole (discussed later) and several individuals associated with AE 
Group Investments (AEG). BHGI was to operate a beverage company called Liquid Brands Management, 
and the AEG representatives represented that the company had a distribution LOI with the Hy-Vee grocery 
store chain. The exhibits in the case (excerpted below) clearly show how such a scheme is put together 
and the role played by Objective Equity (Cole joins as CEO and Riedel promotes).

Background

SRFF is Sichenzia 
Ross Ference, a 
law firm whose 
partner Darrin 
Ocasio was also 
involved in several 
other Doug Cole 
companies, 
including fraud 
Longwei 
Petroleum, AV 
Therapeutics, 
China Chemical, 
and Drinks 
Americas

We believe Cole and Riedel appear to be following a similar same playbook on ABML.

https://srf.law/longwei-petroleum-investment-holding-ltd/
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Sysorex (SYRX): Cole’s Undisclosed Director Position 
At A Struggling Former Objective Equity Client

Sysorex represents just one of the troubled companies with which Doug Cole has been affiliated.

• Sysorex (SYRX) is a provider of IT support and services based in Herndon, VA
• Approximate $300,000 market cap and 9 month ending Sept. 2020 revenue of $6 million
• ABML CEO Doug Cole was named a Director in December 2019 per a Company 8-K filed on 12/31/19
• There is clearly a history between Sysorex (previously Inpixon) and Objective Equity

Background

Sysorex 10-Q For the Quarter Ending Sept. 2020 Includes a Going Concern Warning

Objective Equity Previously Sued Sysorex as Disclosed in Inpixon’s 10-Q For the Quarter Ending March 2018  

Doug Cole failed to disclose his role as a Director at Sysorex despite just joining the Board over a year ago. Sysorex 
is clearly a troubled company at present. Moreover, Spruce Point believes there is a historical relationship between 
the Company and Objective Equity LLC. 

Source: 10-Q

Source: 10-Q

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001737372/000121390020000045/f8k123119_sysorexinc.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1737372/000121390020035574/f10q0920_sysorexinc.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001529113/000121390018006366/f10q0318_inpixon.htm
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AV Therapeutics: From Philippine Rice Milling To 
Objective Equity Biotech Promotional Client

Cole and Objective Equity engaged with a troubled business and shepherded it through a reverse merger, only to see 
that business fail as well.

• Aquino Milling was formed in 2011 to mill rice in the Philippines; however, the Company’s operations 
were largely destroyed by Hurricane Saola in summer 2012

• The Company ultimately completed a reverse merger transaction with AV Therapeutics, a biotech 
company targeting cancer treatments

• AVT eventually failed and was delisted

Background

Doug Cole failed to disclose his involvement with AV Therapeutics. Cole’s relationship with Aquino Milling dates to 
an agreement with Objective Equity in December 2012. Aquino Milling’s business was effectively dead by mid-2013. 
Cole joined the shell, then named Merica, as CEO and a Director in September 2013 and resigned upon the 
completion of the reverse merger transaction in December 2013. Subsequent filings show ownership by Cole, 
Riedel, and Granite Lake LLC, an affiliated entity. AVT’s 2013 10-K contained a going concern warning, and the 
Company’s SEC registration was ultimately revoked.

Objective Equity Agreement with Aquino Milling Disclosed in AVT 424B Filed 7/29/14

Going Concern Warning From AVT 2013 10-K filed 3/28/14

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001537293/000118518514001924/avtherapeutics424b3-072914.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1537293/999999999717008024/filename1.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001537293/000118518514001924/avtherapeutics424b3-072914.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001537293/000118518514000776/avtherapeutics10k123113.htm
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Longwei Petroleum (LPIH): Cole Fails to Disclose 
Board Position At A Company Charged With Fraud

Cole fails to disclose recent and material involvement in activities revealed as a brazen Chinese fraud. 

• Longwei Petroleum Investment Holdings (LPIH) was a petroleum storage and sales company formed in 
Colorado and headquartered in China. 

• Doug Cole was named a Director of Longwei on 3/22/10 and served as Chair of the Audit Committee. 
• The SEC ultimately brought fraud charges against LPH and its CFO in 2016; LPIH was delisted in 

March 2013
• Cole resigned from the board on 1/28/13 and was named a defendant in a derivative action

Background

Doug Cole failed to disclose his involvement with Longwei. During Cole’s tenure, Longwei’s CFO “routinely” made 
misleading statements, ran a fraudulent scheme to induce the exercise of warrants to generate much-needed cash, 
and executed a sham purchase of LPIH stock to inflate its price. Although Cole’s resignation letter referenced the 
inaction of the broader Board in addressing the initial claims, Longwei’s initial press releases denying the research 
claims and the preceding warrant scheme both occurred on Cole’s watch. Furthermore, Cole must accept 
responsibility for the engagement of an auditor, Anderson Bradshaw, which (1) had key personnel who failed to 
uncover fraud at another Chinese company (Yuhe), (2) failed to catch the misleading disclosures at LPIH, (3) 
subsequently was found to have significant deficiencies in its audit processes in a 2014 PCAOB review, and (4) 
withdrew its PCAOB registration in 2016.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001111817/000101376210000580/form8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2016/lr23584-c.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1111817/000101376213000371/form8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001111817/000101376213000155/form8k.htm
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2018/01/30/1314611/0/en/Court-Orders-Dissolution-of-Longwei-Petroleum-Investment-Holding-Ltd-and-Distribution-of-Company-Assets-to-Shareholders-as-of-March-22-2013-LPIH.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1111817/000101376213000155/ex171.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1111817/000101376213000783/form8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2013/comp22848.pdf
https://pcaobus.org/Inspections/Reports/Documents/2015_Anderson-Bradshaw.pdf
https://rasr.pcaobus.org/Firms/FirmSummaryPublic.aspx?FirmID=3BF850E14E5600511E163B03701D0302
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TWL Corp: Financial Woes During and After Doug 
Cole’s Undisclosed Tenure As CEO

TWL was a failed roll-up that began as a stock promotion scheme.

• TWL was a corporate education roll-up
• A past bio (Bomps 8-K filed 4/8/10) states: Mr. Cole served as Executive Vice Chairman and Executive 

Vice President of Trinity Companies, a continuing education company, since 2002 and was its Chief 
Executive Officer until February 1, 2006 when the company moved its corporate headquarters to Texas.

• ABML director David Batstone was appointed a director of TWL on 9/13/06

Background

Doug Cole failed to disclose his role at TWL. Doug Cole began working with TWL to promote the stock under a 
contract that names other undisclosed business entities. TWL failed to timely file financial statements for the FYE 
2005 (June) onward. The Company was in dire financial condition upon Cole’s stated departure date. Cole remained 
on the Board according to an 8-K filed on 1/9/06. TWL filed for bankruptcy in 2008. 

Going Concern Warning From 10-Q Filed 2/14/06

Corporate Release About Cole’s Ongoing Role 8-K Filed 1/9/06

TWL Bankruptcy Petition

Disclosure Related to Cole’s Initial Role in 424B Filed 1/14/05

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1445941/000101376210000897/form8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101704/000123174206000686/ttyl9198k.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101704/000123174206000086/trin10qsb.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101704/000123174206000057/trin8k.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/101704/000126645405000023/feb1605_424b3.txt
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NetAmerica: Various Dates of Service and 
Corporate Roles Conflict With Cole Disclosure

Doug Cole’s historical disclosures regarding NetAmerica are both inconsistent and inaccurate.

From ABML S-3 filed 1/7/21:
In 1997 Mr. Cole became CEO of NetAmerica until merging in 1999.

From Doug Cole’s LinkedIn
At NetAmerica from January 1996 to June 1999. 

From Early Stage Capital bio
At NetAmerica.Com he led the company out of insolvency to a leading public company in the Telcom 
sector, taking the stock from .01 cent to $46 per share in 1999.

Various 
Histories

Originally founded as Venture World in 1987, the Company had no operations until 1998. The Company changed its 
name to NetAmerica.com and acquired Rate Exchange, Inc. in 1999. From March 2000, the Company focused on 
creating a telecom bandwidth marketplace, and RateXchange went public on the AMEX in July 2000. However, the 
RateXchange S-1 filed 1/5/01 provides contradictory disclosure regarding his length of employment and various 
roles at the Company (says he resigned Feb 2000). NetAmerica never formally merged with RateXchange, he 
wasn’t at the Company at the time of its IPO, and it only traded on the public markets in 2000, after he had left.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878221000017/424b3010721_424b3.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dougcolebiz/
https://sites.google.com/a/escm-inc.com/info/our-company/our-staff/person-s-name---director-of-design
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/826683/000095000501000005/0000950005-01-000005-0001.txt
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Great Bear Technology: Inconsistent Disclosure 
Masks Cole’s True Story

During the period between 
1991 and 1996 he was the 
CEO of HealthSoft.

He also founded and 
operated Great Bear 
Technology, …

Which acquired Sony Image 
Soft and Starpress.

Starpress then went public 
and eventually sold to 
Graphix Zone.

Claim in ABML Bio

StarPress acquired 
Healthsoft in October 1993

StarPress acquired Great 
Bear Technology in June 
1993

StarPress acquired certain 
assets from Sony Interactive 
Entertainment in November 
1995

StarPress was a private 
company when acquired by 
Graphix Zone

Actual Facts Excerpts from Graphix Zone S-3

Doug Cole’s disclosure regarding Great Bear Technology contains inconsistencies, and actual transaction sizes 
suggest largely immaterial corporate operations.

Source: S-3

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1015446/0000912057-96-010917.txt
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We Found Several Other Undisclosed Positions For 
CEO Doug Cole 

Here’s more evidence we believe the CEO is not entirely focused on ABML. He attempted to hide a recent Director role 
at True Nature Holdings. Cole’s other undisclosed positions were also with troubled companies.

Doug Cole failed to disclose his director position at Drinks Americas (DKAM). He was named a director of DKAM on 
5/15/12. A developer and distributer of alcoholic beverages, DKAM hocked Trump Vodka (using a naked underage 
girl, causing some scandal) before switching to Mexican beers. The company’s last SEC filing, its 2013 10-K which 
included a going concern warning, was made in 2015. It currently has a market cap of about $3 million.

Doug Cole failed to disclose his tenure at Bomps Mining / China Chemical Corp (CHCC). Cole joined Bomps on 
4/8/10 as a member of the Board and as President, Secretary and Treasurer. Cole resigned from his management 
positions following the consummation of a subsidiary transaction with China Chemical Corp. Cole resigned from the 
Board on 11/5/11 noting his discomfort regarding proxy disclosures related a proposed going private transaction. We 
find it troubling that Cole has been involved in so many situations that even he finds objectionable.

Doug Cole failed to disclose his director position at Mitesco (OTC: MITI, FKA True Nature Holdings). Cole joined the 
board on 5/22/19 and resigned from the Board effective 12/31/19. Most credible executives consider board 
appointments to be positions requiring discretion and commitment. Cole’s numerous short tenures are a red flag, 
either related to his judgement or the companies with whom he affiliates himself.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/873540/000118518512001119/drinksamericas8k051512.htm
https://www.tmz.com/2008/03/18/trump-speads-fertilizer-in-vodka-scandal/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/873540/000118518515000102/drinksamerica10k043013.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1445941/000101376210000897/form8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1445941/000101376210002381/form8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1445941/000101376211002924/form8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1445941/000101376211003402/form14a.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/802257/000118518519000900/ex_147747.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0000802257/000118518520000019/truenat20191230b_8k.htm
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Unlike Cole, Director Doug MacLellan Isn’t Ashamed 
To Detail His Past…

Source: ABML 424B filed 1/7/21.

One of the few notable exclusions from MacLellan’s bio is his position as Chair of the Audit 
Committee at AXM Pharma during a time when events occurred that the SEC characterized as 

“financial reporting fraud”.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878221000017/424b3010721_424b3.htm
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eWellness Healthcare (EWLL): MacLellan Company 
We Believe On Life Support With Fishy CFO

eWellness Healthcare has a history of poor financial management and a CFO with a questionable background.

• eWellness Healthcare (EWLL) is a physical therapy telehealth company based in Fort Lauderdale, FL
• Approximate $14m market cap
• ABML Director Doug MacLellan is Chairman and CEO
• ABML CEO Doug Cole is a Director

Background

Spruce Point finds several concerns:
• Corporate website no longer works
• Last five annual reports have contained going concern warnings
• Filed inability to timely file in November 2020 due to high working capital deficiency
• CEO Fogt and CTO Hollister resigned in mid-2020
• CFO David Markowski’s biography includes several inconsistencies and association with a known stock 

promoter:
• Currently listed as both Director of New Product Sales and Senior Manager Financial Development at 

Enervolt, a sustainable energy solution company. Formerly known as Apparent Energy, the company was 
once focused on electric rickshaws. CEO Bill Patridge’s bio says he was CEO of Hedgebrook (OTC: 
HBRK) from 2012-2014, but the website suggests he is still there. 

• His LinkedIn profile and SEC filings show his current job is as CFO of Jinglz, a FL-based mobile 
advertising company. His Jinglz bio says he is also Managing Director of Dynasty Wealth LLC, which has 
provided “promotional services” to the Company. 

• He was the former CEO and co-founder of GFNN. Michael Markowski (presumably his brother) claims he 
was the founder of GFNN. More importantly, GFNN was a failed investment service selling money-making 
trading algorithms, and Michael claimed he will make former investors whole through his proceeds from 
Dynasty Wealth. Michael also runs a penny stock promotion website.

• David Markowski claims to have been Director of Corporate Development at Visualant (OTC: VSUL), but 
SEC filings suggest he was only a consultant.

• SEC correspondence from 2014 indicate eWellness engaged with Riedel Research (Objective Equity)

http://www.ewellnesshealth.com/cgi-sys/defaultwebpage.cgi
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1550020/000149315220004600/form10-k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1550020/000149315220024007/form8-k.htm
https://www.enervolt.investments/team
https://enervolt.energy/about-us/
https://www.roguevalleymessenger.com/mind-your-business-brett-belan-cto-apparent-energy/
http://www.hedgebrook.co/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1721305/000166516020000703/form_car.pdf
https://gfnn.com/message-from-michael-markowski-may-3-2020/
https://gfnn.com/2019/10/08/gfnn-update-october-8-2019/
https://www.shiny-pennies.com/2019/07/19/investview-invu-report-updates-comments/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1074828/000165495417005324/vsul_10ka2-17159.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001550020/000149315214003207/filename1.htm
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Star Mountain (SMRS): MacLellan On A Board That 
Presided Over Numerous Troubling Events

A MacLellan company accused of fraud, completed financing with a fraudulent fund, and later declared bankruptcy.

• Star Mountain Resources (OTC: SMRS; previously Jameson Stanford Resources) was an early stage 
mining company born from a shell company named myothercountryclub.com

• MacLellan served on the Board from May 2014 to October 2016
Background

In June 2016, SMRS completed a financing transaction with TCA Global, a Florida investment firm later charged by 
the SEC for fraud. SMRS filed numerous going concern warnings, including in the last SEC filing before MacLellan’s 
resignation (10-Q dated 8/12/16). The Company declared bankruptcy in February 2018.

Going Concern Risk Factor in 2015 10-K Filed 4/13/16:

SEC Press Release Charging TCA Global Accused of Fraud Related to Events That Occurred in 2015-2016 (from 9/30/18 10-Q)

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1477168/000149315216012241/form10-q.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001477168/000149315216008858/form10-k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2020/lr24815.htm
https://backend.otcmarkets.com/otcapi/company/financial-report/206511/content
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Radient Pharmaceuticals (OTC:RXTP): We Believe An 
Example of False Claims, Ridiculous Stock Promotion 
Activity, And Failure 

MacLellan’s company was sued for making false statements, found numerous material weaknesses, and eventually 
had its SEC registration revoked due to its inability to file financial statements for three years.

• Radient Pharmaceuticals (OTC RXTP) was a specialty pharma company
• MacLellan held various Board positions and was Chairman and Chief Executive Officer from September 

1992 to April 2014
Background

In March 2011, a class action lawsuit was filed against MacLellan and Radient claiming false statements were made 
related to a trial with the Mayo Clinic. During the course of 2009-2010, Radient engaged and issued shares as 
payment to 10 (ten!) firms for “investor relations” services, and in FY2010 expenses related to such activities totaled 
almost 15x revenue and accounted for one-third of SG&A in 2010. Rarely have we seen such extensive stock 
promotion expenses. Radient also disclosed 6 material weaknesses in its 2009 and 2010 10-Ks, and the Company’s 
inability to file financial statements for 3 years led the SEC to revoke its registration in 2014.

Shareholder Lawsuit Against 
MacLellan For False Claims

Material Weaknesses Disclosed in 2010 10-K

“Investor Relations” Firms Engaged From 
2009-2010

LWPI, B&D Consulting, Strategic Growth 
International, Lyons Consulting, First 
International Capital Group, Boston Financial 
Partners, Catawaba LTD, Garden State 
Securities, JFS Investments, Uptick Marketing

RXTP 2009-2010 
Stock Price 
Chart: 
Money Not Well 
Spent

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0000838879/000114420411032218/v218209_10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0000838879/000114420411032218/v218209_10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2014/34-72529.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0000838879/000114420411032218/v218209_10k.htm
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AXM Pharma (AMEX: AXJ): MacLellan Fails To 
Disclose Role At A Company Investigated by the SEC

MacLellan was Chair of the Audit Committee during a period of events the SEC characterized as accounting fraud.

• AXM Pharma (AMEX; AXJ) was a pharmaceutical and nutraceutical company based in China
• MacLellan was Vice Chairman and a Director of the company (and two predecessor entities) from 

December 2000 to September 2005
• Importantly, while not disclosed in other bios, the Company’s 2003 and 2004 (filed 5/27/05) proxies also 

reveal he was Chair of the Audit Committee

Background

MacLellan failed to disclose his role at AXM Pharma. On 2/14/08, the SEC issued a cease and desist order to AXM 
related to the improper recognition of revenue during Q2 2005. Furthermore, on 3/31/08, the company issued an 8-
K disclosing that its annual financial statements from 2004 onward contained errors and omissions related to 
improper recording of liabilities and expenses and therefore could not be relied upon. The company was delisted on 
6/1/06, and its CFO resigned on 8/1/06 citing AXM’s failure to pay his salary.

SEC Cease and Desist Order Filed 2/14/08

Source: 8-K Filed 3/31/08

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001113643/000112178104000086/axmdefproxy32904.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001113643/000112178105000091/axmpharma14a2on42005.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2008/34-57330.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1113643/000112178108000152/axm8k4108.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1113643/000112178106000109/axm8k6506.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1113643/000112178106000152/axmpharma8k8306.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2008/34-57330.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1113643/000112178108000152/axm8k4108.htm
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PortaCom Wireless (PCWR): MacLellan Fails to 
Disclose CEO Role Ending in Bankruptcy 

Once again, MacLellan fails to disclose a CEO/Director role that ended badly for shareholders.

• PortaCom Wireless was a developer and operator of telecom ventures in developing markets
• MacLellan was President, Chief Executive Officer, and a Director of the Company from November 1995 

to March 1998
Background

MacLellan failed to disclose his role at PortaCom Wireless. While his tenure occurred over 20 years ago, we believe 
his role as CEO of a company that declared bankruptcy is material as an event where shareholders were 
significantly harmed. In addition, the principals of PortaCom were accused of fraudulent activity related to an asset 
purchase agreement negotiated before MacLellan resigned from the company.

Notice of Bankruptcy from 8-K Filed 3/30/98 Summary of Fraud Allegations in 8-K Filed 10/27/98

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/907166/0001017062-98-000692.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/907166/0001017062-98-002183.txt
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Several of MacLellan’s Other Ventures Raise Concerns

MacLellan was an independent Director and Chairman of the Audit Committee of ChinaNet Online Holdings, Inc. 
(NASDAQ: CNET) from 2009 to 2017, leaving just before a financing that arguably saved the Company from failure. 
During his tenure, he presided over the deterioration of the Company’s financial results which ultimately led to a 
repositioning toward blockchain in 2018.

MacLellan has been Chairman of Innovare Products, a company 
that develops “innovative” consumer products, from 2011 to the 
present. The image at right shows the only product (and in fact 
only information) featured on the Company’s website. They are 
perhaps more opportunistic than innovative.

MacLellan was co-founder and vice chairman at Ocean Smart, Inc., a Canadian based aquaculture company from 
August 2005 to May 2009. The Company’s 2009 10-K contained a going concern warning and the following 
disclosure: Although currently we do not identify any material weaknesses in the process of self assessment, we 
have recognized significant weaknesses in internal controls.

Why can’t anyone involved with ABML just focus on one job at a time? (From ABML bio in 424B filed 1/8/21)

https://innovareproducts.com/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001231339/000112178108000590/edwt10k83108.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878221000017/424b3010721_424b3.htm
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Cole And MacLellan: A Summary of Concerns With 
The Leaders of ABML

Corporate
Affiliation

ABML
Individual Period Role

SEC 
Investigation/

Sanction Bankruptcy Going Concern
Stock

Promotion
Inaccurate 
Disclosure

Sysorex Cole 2019-Present Dir x x x
eWellness Healthcare MacLellan, Cole 2013-Present Chair, CEO, Dir x x x
Objective Equity LLC Cole 2005-Present Partner x x x
ChinaNet Online MacLellan 2009-2017 Dir (Audit Chair) x

Star Mountain Resources MacLellan 2014-2016 Dir x x

Radient Pharmaceuticals MacLellan 1992-2014 Chair, CEO x x x
AV Therapeutics Cole 2013 CEO, Dir x x x x
Drinks Americas Cole 2012-2013 Dir x x
Longwei Petroleum Cole 2010-2013 Dir (Audit Chair) x x
China Chemical Corp Cole 2010-2011 Pres, Sec, Treas, Dir x
Ocean Smart MacLellan 2005-2009 Vice Chair x
TWL Corp Cole, Batstone 2002-2006 CEO, EVP, Dir x x x x

AXM Pharma MacLellan 2000-2005 Vice Chair, Dir 
(Audit Chair) x x x

NetAmerica Cole 1996/97-1999 CEO, Pres, Dir x
PortaCom Wireless MacLellan 1995-1998 CEO, Pres, Dir x x x
Great Bear Technology Cole 1991-1996 CEO, EVP x

Spruce Point Analysis of Public Company Roles of Cole and MacLellan
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As a self-proclaimed authority on business ethics, how can you sit on a Board with Cole and MacLellan, 
and allow Scott Jolcover to consult with Comstock Mining – a competitive entity?

Director David Batstone: We Have But One 
Simple Question For You

Source: Biography

https://www.usfca.edu/management/faculty/david-batstone
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Other Members of Management Don’t Appear Fully 
Committed to ABML; Should Investors Be?

The other key members of ABML management have yet to commit their full time to the Company. Given ABML’s 
ambitious (to say the least) operating plans, we find the lack of dedicated effort an enormous red flag. While we 
could also quarrel with the other team members’ lack of relevant experience ramping a major manufacturing 
operation and current geographic dispersion, the overlapping jobs should concern any discerning investor.

From hiring press 
release: Menka will 
remain actively involved 
in her housing policy 
work, as a board 
member of Alto 
Housing, and a strategic 
advisor to start-up 
companies and 
advocacy organizations 
looking to address 
California's housing 
crisis. She also retains 
a faculty appointment in 
city and regional 
planning at Cal Poly, 
San Luis Obispo.

From ABML bio: Since 
June 2019, Mr. Melsert 
has been the CEO of 
M2 Thermal Solutions 
whose first-of-kind 
residential air 
conditioning system, 
that exhibits a disruptive 
~400% improvement in 
energy efficiency over 
current state-of-the-art 
systems, has been 
accepted as one of 
eight finalist designs in 
the Global Cooling Prize 
challenge.
M2 Thermal bio

From LinkedIn bio as of 
2/26/21. Two most 
recent jobs not listed in 
ABML bio. Three 
previous financial 
advisory firms never 
registered with FINRA.

From Comstock Mining 
website as of 2/26/21

Look familiar?

Note: M2 Thermal listed in “default” according to Nevada

https://irdirect.net/prviewer/release_only/id/4486838
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878221000017/424b3010721_424b3.htm
https://m2thermal.com/about/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/david-corsaut-6b755431/
https://www.comstockmining.com/about/consultants/
https://esos.nv.gov/EntitySearch/BusinessFilingHistoryOnline


We Believe ABML Overstates Its 
Market Opportunity And Has Made 
Numerous Questionable Claims
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ABML’s Disclosures Are Deficient And May Violate Securities Laws;  
Rapidly Expanding Paid Investor Relations, Consulting And Advisor 
Services We Believe Are A Hallmark of A Stock Promotion….

Disclosure As of Feb 10, 2018

Source: OTCBB Disclosure Certification

Source: OTCBB Disclosure Certification

Source: OTCBB Disclosure Certification

Disclosure As of Feb 2, 2019 Disclosure As of Feb 18, 2021 

ABML Failed To Disclose Najarian Is An Advisor

Source: Twitter

Sentenced To Prison 
For Perjury and 
Obstruction of Justice 

Spruce Point believes ABML has made deficient disclosures with respect to its paid promoters. We observe the Company has 
expanded its paid service providers from  1 (2018), 5, (2019) to 11, (2021)

We Believe ABML Failed To Disclose Riedel Research 
If It Was Paid Via The Company

Source

Founder Has a 
FINRA Citation

Note: In addition, ABML has used ClearThink Capital for IR, but it 
appears terminated the agreement before disclosure requirement

https://backend.otcmarkets.com/otcapi/company/financial-report/187265/content
https://backend.otcmarkets.com/otcapi/company/financial-report/211760/content
https://backend.otcmarkets.com/otcapi/company/financial-report/271558/content
https://twitter.com/jonnajarian/status/1359921931852673024?lang=en
https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/former-investment-manager-employee-sentenced-manhattan-federal-court-four-months-prison
https://ca.proactiveinvestors.com/companies/news/311086/lithiumore-shares-get-buy-rating-from-riedel-research-group
https://brokercheck.finra.org/individual/summary/2580782
https://irdirect.net/ABML/contact_us
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Lithium Battery Expert Believes Structural 
Challenges Will Constrain Industry Growth

“The very first thing you need, and you absolutely positively cannot take this for granted, is you have to 
have a collection system for spent batteries. It took lead acid about two decades to build a collection 
system, and it wasn’t until government legislated incentives that recycling volumes grew. There’s 
nothing like that in place today for lithium-ion. And then how do you do collection efficiently? The 
transport of batteries is subject to DOT and UN regulations, so it can be complex. It didn’t happen 
overnight for lead acid, and in many ways lead acid recycling was a much simpler problem. The 
bottleneck is in the collection stream. There’s a lot more to it than meets the eye.”

There is little existing 
lithium-ion battery 

recycling infrastructure

There were only about 10,000 Volts made around 2010 and 2011, so not a lot. So those retiring now have 
ten year old batteries. Those batteries don’t even have the same composition as those in existence today. 
So why do you want to recycle that? That’s why you definitely want to evaluate a second life application for 
that battery, which might use it for another ten years. So the pipeline is actually rather long. Where is 
your source of materials going into this pipeline?”

Most EVs are too far 
from end-of-life to 

provide batteries for 
recycling

“If you have a ten-year-old Chevy Volt and take it to the dealership and they get it through a trade-in, they 
are the ones who decide what to do with the battery. Maybe it just needs some repair or remanufacturing. 
If you want to maximize value, you don’t just turn it back into metal and salts. You might retain 60-70% of 
the value by putting it back into the retail chain, so that’s what they try to do. Usually only one or two cells 
needs to be fixed. Or it can be re-purposed for grid energy service. That’s probably the second best way to 
capture its residual value. I’ve just shown you how difficult and challenging it is right now just to get 
a battery into the system.”

Most of the lithium-ion 
batteries harvested 

today are not recycled

“Given what you need to spend to get a used battery and the current prices for cathode materials, it 
doesn’t make much sense to take that to metal. The materials aren’t going to get you back to what you 
spent. Based on what they need to spend, there is no way a recycler is going to have any margin.”

Current used battery 
costs don’t justify 

recycling the battery

Spruce Point interviewed an industry expert for their opinion on the prospects of EV battery recycling.
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Moreover, The Lithium Expert Challenged 
Numerous Key ABML Claims

“Non-metallurgical processes still require water, solvents, sometimes catalysts, and curating agents. 
Dealing with all the byproducts can make the process not cost effective.”  

“Zero waste proprietary 
recycling system”

“There are many pursuing non-metallurgical processes.”
“We have the first 

platform that does not 
melt products”

“Our facility will handle 
20,000 t/y and generate 

$200m of revenue”

ABML Claim Lithium Industry Expert Perspective

“Does a Company announcing a Greenfield lithium battery recycling facility to handle 10,000 tons of 
material with $100+ million revenue targets within 3 years sound overly ambitious to you?”

“Absolutely does; it’s at least an order of magnitude off on the revenue side. I could see tens of 
millions if everything went right, but where are you going to get the volumes you mentioned? The pipeline 
can be 10 or 20 years to get significant volumes, so its difficult to imagine hundreds of millions of dollars 
on the recycling side. Margins will be negative, and I wouldn’t want that much capacity. I don’t see it. It’s 
way too early to talk about that kind of money and volumes and that number of players.”

“Right now there is an overabundance of lithium. I’d say the market for most materials is oversupplied right 
now, but perhaps not in the future, like in 2030. The recycling companies may not be presenting the right 
timing for the need they seek to address. I do believe in recycling, but the timing might not be right.”

“There is a limited 
supply of battery 

materials right now”

“The inner materials are carbon based and not useful. There is also some copper and aluminum that has 
little value. So the focus is on the nickel and cobalt. The types of batteries being recycled today are 
relatively rich in cobalt. So, relative to the market need, cobalt is really the only material it will make sense 
for recyclers to focus on. But, cobalt is starting to be squeezed out of formulations.”

“100% of the battery is 
recyclable”

Sources: ABML comments from LD Micro Conference Video From December 2020.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgyZSh8_cfw
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We Believe ABML is Poorly Positioned In The Competitive 
Landscape; Investors Have Better Alternatives At 
Cheaper Valuations

We believe ABML is significantly behind the competition in commercial status and technology.

Umicore Sources: Corporate website, February 2021 investor presentation.
Li-Cycle Sources: SPAC deal presentation.
American Manganese Sources: Investor presentation, 10-Q QE 10/31/20 and MD&A.
Redwood Materials Sources: Techcrunch, Crunchbase, Techcrunch, LinkedIn.
Retriev Sources: Press release, Bloomberg, incfact profile.
ABML Sources: 2019 10-K, S-1 Filed 12/21/20, 

“Presently, there are no companies in the U.S. or globally that can recover over 20 different metals from over 
200 complex feeds.” - Quote from Umicore US Senate testimony on 6/24/20: 

Company Background Employees Business Scale Highlights Investors Cash / 
Funding

Ent 
Valuation

Umicore

Leading vertically-
integrated advanced 

materials technology and 
recycling company has 
been providing battery 

recycling services since 
2006.

10,859

Installed capacity of 7k t/y. Claims its 
UHT furnace in Belgium is one of the 

largest dedicated recycling 
installations for Li-ion and NiMH 

batteries in the world.

A world leader in materials recycling, 
its Energy and Surface Technologies 
segment (containing battery materials 

and recycling) generated $1.3bn in 
revenue in 2020.

Public $1.2bn cash $15.7bn

Li-Cycle

Founded in 2016 and 
announced merger with 

SPAC Peridot in February 
2021. 

80

Forecast $12m revenues in 2021. 
Commercial supply contracts with 41 
customers. 9.5k t/y contracted supply 
and operating 2 "spoke" facilities with 

10k t/y capacity.

Claim to be largest in NA with 
estimated 30% market share. 18 

patents and applications; 12 trade 
secret categories. Off-take agreement 

with Traxys.

Pre-SPAC: Moore Strategic 
Ventures; SPAC PIPE (new): 
Neuberger Berman, Franklin 
Templeton, Mubadala Capital

$566m pro 
forma cash 
post-deal

$1.3bn

AMY
Founded in 1987. Listed on 

the Toronto Stock 
Exchange (TSX:AMY).

NA Operating pilot plant with positive 
initial results. Pre-revenue.

2 patents specifically addressing Li-
ion battery recycling process 
(10,246,343 and 10,308,523).

National Research Council of 
Canada Industrial Research

Assistance Program
$1m cash $266m

RM
Founded in 2017 by former 
Tesla CTO and co-founder 

JB Straubel.
47 Has 2 recycling and processing 

facilities. Generating revenue

Commercial relationships with 
Amazon (EV vehicle fleet battery 

recycling) and Panasonic (gigafactory 
scrap recycling).

Amazon, Tesla, Capricorn 
Investment Group, 

Breakthrough Energy Ventures 
(Bill Gates)

$42m capital 
raised Private (NA)

Retriev 
Founded in 1992 and 

claims to be a leader in 
battery recycling.

100 3 operating facilities and estimated 
revenue between $10-50m.

Strategic partnership agreement with 
Marubeni NA NA Private (NA)

ABML
Began developing battery 
recycling process in CQ4 

2019.

14
(not all full 

time)

Have yet to begin constructing pilot 
facility (purchased land in August 

2020).
?

3/26/20 Press Release: 
American Battery Metals 

Corporation Closes $1,087,500 
Financing from Insiders, Friends 

and Family

$0.4m cash 
(and $7.2m 

working 
capital deficit 
at 12/31/20)

$1.4bn

https://csm.umicore.com/en/battery-recycling/our-recycling-process#tabs
https://www.umicore.com/storage/group/investor-presentation-february-2021.pdf
https://li-cycle.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Li-Cycle-Investor-Presentation-February-2021.pdf
https://americanmanganeseinc.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/AMY_Presentation-Dec2020.pdf
https://americanmanganeseinc.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/AMY-10-31-20-Q1-Financial-Statements-final.pdf
https://americanmanganeseinc.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/AMY-MDA-10-31-20-final.pdf
https://techcrunch.com/2020/09/17/amazons-first-five-climate-fund-investments-include-redwood-materials-rivian/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/redwood-materials-3/company_financials
https://techcrunch.com/2020/10/09/why-amazon-and-panasonic-are-betting-on-this-battery-recycling-startup/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/redwood-materials/
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210217006052/en/Retriev-Technologies-Inc.-and-Marubeni-Corporation-Announce-Strategic-Partnership-for-Developing-New-Circular-Business-for-End-of-Life-Lithium-ion-Batteries
https://incfact.com/company/retrievtechnologies-anaheim-ca/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001576873/000107878219000954/f10k093019_10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001576873/000107878220000991/s1_s1.htm
https://www.energy.senate.gov/services/files/9024B568-0EC6-43D0-80F4-E854EA4978A7
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We Believe ABML’s $200m Revenue Claim Is A 
Far-Fetched And Likely To Disappoint

We believe investors should have very low confidence that ABML will reach even a fraction of its oft-discussed $200m 
revenue plan from its first facility.

Source: SEC

Source: YouTube

“It will do 20 thousand tons and if you took the 
last 12 months on commodity prices, it would 
have done $200 million in top line revenue.”

ABML’s current Board 
incentive plan allows 
Director Batstone to 
take a victory lap if the 
Company can achieve 
only $1m of revenue.

Lithium Expert’s 
Reaction to ABML’s 

Guidance

“it’s at least an order of magnitude off on the revenue side. I could see tens of millions if everything 
went right, but where are you going to get the volumes you mentioned?... 

Li-Cycle Operating Plan

Li-Cycle is currently operating two facilities with a combined capacity of 10,000 t/y. However, In 
their SPAC merger presentation, Li-Cycle forecasts only $12m of revenue in 2021. They don’t 
expect to surpass $200m of revenue until 2024, after spending nearly $400m in capex over the 
next two years. Who should investors believe, the current operator with credible institutional 
backing or a management team that has been unable to secure permits for over a year?

ABML’s Own Incentive 
Plan For Board 

Directors

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878220000812/f8k110320_ex10z5.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WgyZSh8_cfw
https://li-cycle.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Li-Cycle-Investor-Presentation-February-2021.pdf
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We Believe ABML’s Projected Financial Model Is 
Unlikely To Be Realized

We believe no industry data points, or even any logical argument, can support ABML’s claim that it can achieve 78% 
net margins ($140m / $180m, below). Even if “net” is meant to represent “gross” margins, we still find the claim 

absurd based on a range of related company margin profiles.

The (left) slide from ABML’s corporate 
presentation dated 6/1/20 clearly suggests the 
Company expects to achieve 78% “net” 
margins. Current operator Li-Cycle (below) 
only expects to achieve 41% EBITDA margins 
when revenues are well over $200m.

Company Gross EBITDA
Battery Cells
CONTEMPORARY AMPEREX TECHN-A 28% 22%
LG CHEM LTD 20% 16%
PANASONIC CORP 29% 9%
SAMSUNG SDI CO LTD 21% 16%

Battery Components
BASF SE 26% 17%
ECOPRO BM CO LTD 12% 11%
MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL HOLDINGS 28% 11%
MITSUI CHEMICALS INC 23% 12%
SHANGHAI PUTAILAI NEW ENER-A 32% 20%
UMICORE NA 3%
YUNNAN ENERGY NEW MATERIAL-A 42% 45%

Battery Materials
ALBEMARLE CORP 32% 26%
GANFENG LITHIUM CO LTD-A 20% 21%
LIVENT CORP 13% 8%
QUIMICA Y MINERA CHIL-SP ADR 27% 33%

Mean 25% 18%
Median 27% 16%

LTM Margins

No companies in the 
battery value chain come 
close to achieving 78% 
net margins, or even 78% 
EBITDA or gross 
margins, for that matter.

Source: Li-Cycle presentation – Feb 2021

Source: ABML presentation – June 2020

Source: Spruce Point Analysis

https://li-cycle.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Li-Cycle-Investor-Presentation-February-2021.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878220000399/f8k060120_ex99z1.htm

Cole background

				Period		Disclosed in ABML Bio		As Disclosed in Other Available Bios		Reason For Exclusion?

				2005-Present		Objective Equity, Partner

				Current		eWellness Healthcare, Director								Telehealth

				2019-Present				Sysorex, Director		Going concern warning				IT services/support

				2013				AV Therapeutics, CEO, Director		Bankruptcy				Rice milling

				2012-2013				Drinks Americas, Director		Going concern warning

				2010-3013				Longwei Petroleum, Director		Fraud, SEC investigation

				2010-2011				China Chemical Corp, President, Director		Shell company transaction

				2002-2006				TWL Corp, CEO, EVP, Director		Bankruptcy				Corporate learning

				2000-2005		Lair of the Bear, Director								University retreat

				1996/97-1999		NetAmerica, CEO, President, Director								Telecom / ISP

				1991-1996		Great Bear Technology, CEO, EVP								Software

				No Date				Cable Concepts, President

				No Date				Early Stage Capital, Vice Pesident

				No Date				Reign Sapphires, Advisory Board





Sheet1





Competition

				Company		Background		Employees		Business Scale		Highlights		Investors		Cash / Funding		Valuation				Shares		Price		Value

				Umicore		Leading vertically-integrated advanced materials technology and recycling company has been providing battery recycling services since 2006.		10,859		Installed capacity of 7k t/y. Claims its UHT furnace in Belgium is one of the largest dedicated recycling installations for Li-ion and NiMH batteries in the world.		A world leader in materials recycling, its Energy and Surface Technologies segment (containing battery materials and recycling) generated $1.3B in revenue in 2020.		Public		$1.2B cash		$14.6B

				Li-Cycle		Founded in 2016 and announced merger with SPAC Peridot in February 2021. 		80		Forecast $12m revenues in 2021. Commercial supply contracts with 41 customers. 9.5k t/y contracted supply and operating 2 "spoke" facilities with 10k t/y capacity.		Claim to be largest in NA with estimated 30% market share. 18 patents and applications; 12 trade secret categories. Off-take agreement with Traxys.		Pre-SPAC: Moore Strategic Ventures; SPAC PIPE (new): Neuberger Berman, Franklin Templeton, Mubadala Capital		$566m pro forma cash post-deal		$1.5B		Planning 		167		11.7		$   1,544

				AMY		Founded in 1987. Listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX:AMY).		NA		Operating pilot plant with positive initial results. Pre-revenue.		2 patents specifically addressing Li-ion battery recycling process (10,246,343 and 10,308,523).		National Research Council of Canada Industrial Research
Assistance Program		$1m cash		$315m				190868732		2.08		$   313,635,500

				RM		Founded in 2017 by former Tesla CTO and co-founder JB Straubel.		47		Has 2 recycling and processing facilities. Generating revenue		Commercial relationships with Amazon (EV vehicle fleet battery recycling) and Panasonic (gigafactory scrap recycling).		Amazon, Tesla, Capricorn Investment Group, Breakthrough Energy Ventures (Bill Gates)		$42m capital raised		Private (NA)

				Retriev 		Founded in 1992 and claims to be a leader in battery recycling.		100		3 operating facilities and estimated revenue between $10-50m.		Strategic partnership agreement with Marubeni		NA		NA		Private (NA)

				ABML		Began developing battery recycling process in CQ4 2019.		14
(not all full time)		Have yet to begin constructing pilot facility (purchased land in August 2020).		?		3/26/20 Press Release: American Battery Metals Corporation Closes $1,087,500 Financing from Insiders, Friends and Family		$1.3m cash (but $3.2m working capital deficit at 9/30/20)		$1.1B				599.2		2.8		$   1,678

																						75258000		0.13





																						Basic Shares Outstanding								527.5

																						Adjustments to Basic Shares								0.0

																						Plus: Shares from In-the-Money Options								75.3

																						Less: Shares Repurchased								3.5

																						New Shares from Options								71.8

																						Plus: Shares from Convertible Securities								0.0

																						Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding								599.2



																						Options / Warrants Outstanding

																								Number of		Exercise		In-the-$

																						Tranche		Shares		Price		Shares		Proceeds

																						Total		75.3		$   0.13		75.3		$   9.8

																						Tranche 2

																						Tranche 3

																						Tranche 4

																						Tranche 5

																						Total		75.3				75.3		$   9.8





ABML Valuation



						ABML Valuation

						($ in millions except per share figures)

						Stock Price		$   2.80				(1)

						   Percent of 52-Week High		69%

						   Percent of 52-Week Low		9302%



						   Shares Outstanding		527.5				(2)

						   Dilutive Shares		71.8				(3)

						Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding		599.2

						Market Capitalization		$   1,677.8

						   Cash		$   0.4				(4)

						   Debt		$   1.1				(5)

						Enterprise Value		$   1,678.5



						Notes

						(1) As of 3/1/21

						(2) Cover of 10-Q filed 2/16/21

						(3) 75.3m warrants at $0.13 average exercise price

						(4) As of 12/31/20

						(5) Face amount of convertible debt as of 12/31/20





Comps

						Stock										2020-22E

						Price		Market		Ent.		LTM Margins				Revenue		EV / Revenue				EV / EBITDA

				Company		3/1/21		Cap.		Value		Gross		EBITDA		CAGR		2021E		2022E		2021E		2022E

				Battery Recycling

				LI-CYCLE (PERIDOT ACQUISITION CORP)		$11.70		1,953.9		1,387.9		NA		NA		811%		NA		18.5x		NA		NA



				Battery Cells

				CONTEMPORARY AMPEREX TECHN-A		$53.29		124,147.3		120,161.9		28%		22%		40%		10.8x		8.0x		51.4x		38.4x

				LG CHEM LTD		$736.56		51,995.4		58,701.4		20%		16%		26%		1.7x		1.4x		10.6x		9.3x

				PANASONIC CORP		$12.91		31,686.3		35,697.2		29%		9%		4%		0.5x		0.5x		6.3x		5.9x

				SAMSUNG SDI CO LTD		$597.40		41,080.0		43,455.6		21%		16%		24%		3.5x		2.9x		20.0x		16.5x



				Battery Components

				BASF SE		$83.23		76,442.6		96,559.5		26%		17%		7%		1.3x		1.3x		9.2x		8.6x

				ECOPRO BM CO LTD		$143.85		3,026.0		3,135.1		12%		11%		56%		2.6x		1.8x		25.3x		16.9x

				MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL HOLDINGS		$6.97		10,498.0		33,028.0		28%		11%		4%		1.0x		1.0x		8.5x		7.6x

				MITSUI CHEMICALS INC		$31.79		6,505.4		10,284.1		23%		12%		6%		0.8x		0.8x		6.7x		6.1x

				SHANGHAI PUTAILAI NEW ENER-A		$14.07		6,980.9		7,244.7		32%		20%		28%		6.4x		5.1x		29.6x		23.0x

				UMICORE		$59.21		14,588.3		16,368.9		NA		3%		17%		3.6x		3.2x		14.5x		13.4x

				YUNNAN ENERGY NEW MATERIAL-A		$17.32		15,356.6		15,734.8		42%		45%		37%		17.4x		13.3x		37.5x		27.8x



				Battery Materials

				ALBEMARLE CORP		$152.95		17,838.9		21,444.5		32%		26%		9%		6.7x		5.8x		25.7x		20.3x

				GANFENG LITHIUM CO LTD-A		$16.15		21,174.1		21,961.6		20%		21%		44%		17.2x		13.2x		60.0x		37.0x

				LIVENT CORP		$19.24		2,816.0		3,041.1		13%		8%		21%		8.6x		7.2x		56.4x		30.6x

				QUIMICA Y MINERA CHIL-SP ADR		$54.83		13,716.9		14,616.4		27%		33%		18%		6.8x		5.8x		19.8x		15.2x



				Mean (excluding Li-Cycle)								25%		18%		23%		5.9x		4.8x		25.4x		18.4x

				Median (excluding Li-Cycle)								27%		16%		21%		3.6x		3.2x		20.0x		16.5x









Margins

						LTM Margins

				Company		Gross		EBITDA

				Battery Cells

				CONTEMPORARY AMPEREX TECHN-A		28%		22%

				LG CHEM LTD		20%		16%

				PANASONIC CORP		29%		9%

				SAMSUNG SDI CO LTD		21%		16%



				Battery Components

				BASF SE		26%		17%

				ECOPRO BM CO LTD		12%		11%

				MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL HOLDINGS		28%		11%

				MITSUI CHEMICALS INC		23%		12%

				SHANGHAI PUTAILAI NEW ENER-A		32%		20%

				UMICORE		NA		3%

				YUNNAN ENERGY NEW MATERIAL-A		42%		45%



				Battery Materials

				ALBEMARLE CORP		32%		26%

				GANFENG LITHIUM CO LTD-A		20%		21%

				LIVENT CORP		13%		8%

				QUIMICA Y MINERA CHIL-SP ADR		27%		33%



				Mean		25%		18%

				Median		27%		16%





LiCycle

				LI-CYCLE (PERIDOT ACQUISITION CORP) 																ABML Best Case Valuation

				Forecasted Financials and Implied Multiples																($ in millions except per share figures)

						2021E		2022E		2023E		2024E		2025E						2022E Revenue		$   200.0

				Revenue		$   12.0		$   75.0		$   264.0		$   700.0		$   958.0						Comparable Multiple		3.2x

				EBITDA		$   (6.0)		$   3.0		$   109.0		$   339.0		$   541.0						Enterprise Value		$   640.0

																				   Cash		$   0.4

				EV / Revenue		NA		18.5x		5.3x		2.0x		1.4x						   Debt		$   1.1

				EV / EBITDA		NA		NA		12.7x		4.1x		2.6x						Market Capitalization		$   639.3

																				FD Shares Outstanding		599.2

																				Implied Stock Price		$   1.07

																				Current Price		$   2.80

																				Downside From Current		-62%
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We Believe That ABML Operational Milestones 
Have Already Slipped Materially

Doug Nickle tells Proactive Investors that the Nevada-based advanced technology battery recycling 
and resource production company is shaping up nicely for 2020, noting its recent progress on its 
battery recycling plant in partnership with German chemical company BASF Corporation. 
Nickle says the company expects to commercially launch the facility in the 2nd half of 2020.

Press Release Dated 
January 31, 2020

Doug Cole tells Proactive that the battery metals recycling company is on track to be up and 
running with its battery metals recycling facility by September.

Press Release Dated 
March 31, 2020

Doug Nickle tells Proactive Investors that the Nevada-based advanced technology battery recycling 
and resource production company is on track with its lithium-ion battery metals recycling plant to 
commence commercial operations in the fourth quarter 2020.

Press Release Dated 
June 22, 2020

“Our lithium-ion battery recycling plant is nearly read to launch, so American Battery Metals 
Corporation will soon be recycling lithium-ion batteries in Nevada.”

Press Release Dated 
June 26, 2020

“We are currently navigating the various permitting processes for the pilot factory and plan to 
launch commercial operations in the coming year.”

Press Release Dated 
October 13, 2020

Over the past three months, ABTC has achieved three critical milestones that enable the Company 
to move ahead in permitting, constructing, and commissioning its pilot lithium-ion battery recycling 
plant. ABTC is finalizing its permitting processes with the City and NDEP and will announce 
updated permitting and construction timelines in early 2021.

Press Release Dated 
December 15, 2020

Our scalable commercial lithium-ion battery recycling facility will be fully operational in the second 
half of 2020.

Press Release Dated 
January 7, 2020

ABML’s forecast for facility operation has already slipped from “fully operational in 2H 2020” to “finalizing permitting 
processes in early 2021”.

Sources: Press releases on ABML website.

https://americanbatterytechnology.com/news/
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Newly Released FOIA Contradicts 
ABML Management’s Aggressive Claims On City Permits

Press Release: “Over the past three months, ABTC has achieved three critical milestones that enable the Company to move 
ahead in permitting, constructing, and commissioning its pilot lithium-ion battery recycling plant in Fernley, Nevada” and “ABTC is 
finalizing its permitting processes with the City and NDEP and will announce updated permitting and construction timelines in 
early 2021.”
CEO Interview: “The permits are in process, the state, the county, the federal government, the city, have been nothing but 
supportive of us, and it’s all going well, you’ll see more press, it’s on us and we’re at the end of it”

ABML 
Permitting

Claims
(1,2)

Here’s the record for 
ABML’s Land Purchase

Parcel 021-071-45

1) ABML Press Release
Dec 15, 2020

2) CEO Interview, 
Jan 28, 2021

3) Fernley Development 
Report, March 2021, p. 7

Spruce 
Point 

Reality

As evidenced by the FOIA document below, there are no applications or permits submitted on ABML’s property. The more bleak 
reality is that ABML is still under review for land entitlement.(3) We believe this puts its timeline much farther back than management is 
leading on to investors. 

https://gsaportal.lyon-county.org/parcel/02107145
https://www.accesswire.com/620925/American-Battery-Metals-Corporation-Reaches-Critical-Milestones
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Fv9ad1MRN4
https://www.cityoffernley.org/DocumentCenter/View/24377/CoF-Community-Development-Report-March-2021?bidId=
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In Fact, ABML Has Not Even Been Able To Execute 
On Its Proposed Name Change Over 9 Months

Source: ABML S-3/A Filed 2/25/21

ABML Website as March 2021

Source: Nevada Entity Search

Why has ABML repeatedly delayed a name change?

Source: Press Release

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878221000168/s3a1_s3z.htm
https://americanbatterytechnology.com/
https://esos.nv.gov/EntitySearch/OnlineBusinessAndMarkSearchResult
https://www.accesswire.com/592532/American-Battery-Metals-Corporation-to-Change-Name-to-American-Battery-Technology-Company-to-Better-Reflect-its-Primary-Focus
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What Happened To The BASF “Partnership”?

ABML Press Release Dated 1/31/20

ABML Press Release Dated 1/7/20

ABML S-1 Filed 12/21/20

ABML has already changed how it characterizes its relationship with BASF. Not surprisingly, the regulatory 
requirements of SEC filings have resulted in the most conservative characterization. We believe this is clear 
evidence that management is prone to exaggeration of its commercial status and prospects and that investors 
should find such changes very troubling.

https://www.accesswire.com/574691/American-Battery-Metals-Corporation-Reveals-Goals-for-2020-Including-Battery-Metals-Recycling-Plant-Launch
https://investingnews.com/daily/resource-investing/battery-metals-investing/lithium-investing/american-battery-metals-corporation-announces-launch-of-leading-edge-battery-recycling-project-perfect-complement-to-the-companys-extraction-and-mining-production-divisions/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001576873/000107878219000954/f10k093019_10k.htm
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A Clear Example of Two Realities: 
ABML Promotion vs. Peers

Notice how ABML issued a press release that announced a $4.5m DOE grant, whereas days later American Lithium 
issued the same press release but clarified their role along with another partner. We believe this illustrates how 
ABML tries to glorify its position in the industry.

American Battery Metals Company Selected for $4.5 
Million Grant by U.S. Department of Energy Advanced 
Manufacturing Office

January 28, 2021

INCLINE VILLAGE, NV / ACCESSWIRE / January 28, 2021 
/ American Battery Metals Corporation (OTCQB:ABML) (the 
"Company"), an American-owned lithium-ion battery 
recycling technology and advanced battery metals extraction 
company with extensive mineral resources in Nevada, which 
is in the process of changing its name to American Battery 
Technology Company, has been selected for a $4.5 
million grant by the U.S. Department of Energy's 
Advanced Manufacturing Office

American Lithium Co-recipient of U.S. Department of 
Energy Grant For US$4.5M Lithium Processing Pilot Plant

March 4, 2021

VANCOUVER, British Columbia, March 04, 2021 (GLOBE 
NEWSWIRE) -- American Lithium Corp. (TSXV: LI) (OTCQB: 
LIACF) (Frankfurt: 5LA1) (“American Lithium” or the 
“Company”), a global leader in the exploration and 
development of lithium projects, reports being selected by the 
U.S. Department of Energy Advanced Manufacturing Office 
(“DoE”), with co-recipient American Battery Technology 
Company (formerly called American Battery Metals 
Corporation) (“ABTC”) and another industry partner, to 
receive grant funding totaling 50% of the capital cost for a 
US$4.5 million lithium extraction/hydroxide pilot plant.

Source: American Lithium

Source: ABML

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/03/04/2186892/0/en/American-Lithium-Co-recipient-of-U-S-Department-of-Energy-Grant-For-US-4-5M-Lithium-Processing-Pilot-Plant.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/american-battery-metals-company-selected-130000503.html
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Another Example of Two Realities:
Promotional Financing News Issued With A Fiji Entity 
That Was Slipping On Its Commitment, Then Busted

On May 5, 2020, Unifinance Limited (an affiliate of VCM Group) informed ABML that it would fund its entire $10m commitment by June 1, 
2020. After failing to provide the committed funding, Unifinance provided an initial payment of $50,000. Despite missing their original 
deadline and then funding 0.5% of their commitment, ABML saw fit to issue a press release heralding the $10m financing. Only 24 days 
later, ABML filed an 8-K on June 26, 2020 that disclosed the termination of the financing agreement. We will show why we believe 
Unifinance doesn’t exist, and VCM Group is nothing more than a 1 person enterprise that has suddenly vanished.

We were shocked to discover that less than two months after VCM reneged on its 
financing commitment to ABML, Michael Vogel joined LiNiCo, a potential future 
competitor, as “CEO, President, and Founder” according to his LinkedIn bio.

https://irdirect.net/prviewer/release_only/id/4391441
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878220000487/f8k062620_8k.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-v-62893a12/
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Questions Surrounding VCM Group And Its 
Fiji Affiliate….

According to Australian records, VCM Group PTY Limited is essentially Michael Simon Vogel. The share capital is 
essentially nil. The website is registered under Vogel’s name, and, ever since the announcement of the transaction 
with ABML, VCM Group’s website went dark. VCM Group’s company profile under LinkedIn also is dark. The “Fiji 
affiliate” appears to be Ashley Carson Walton, who joined VCM Group in May 2020 after ABML reported 
engaging the Fiji entity in February 2020. Vogel is now working for LiNiCo - an entity majority owned by 
Comstock Mining (LODE) – See our concerns later in the report

VCM Group Is Vogel Ashley Carson Walton Joined VCM 5-10-20 After 
Discussions Started For “A$0.01 Amount Paid Per Share”

A one-bedroom 
rental apartment in 

Fiji. 
(source)

Appointment Date 
After Which The 

Fiji Affiliate 
Newood Finance 
Solutions Was 

Reportedly 
Engaging ABML

(source)

Note: Walton resigned 11/14/20

Source: Australian Corporate Registry 

https://whois.domaintools.com/vcmgroup.com.au
http://www.vcmgroup.com.au/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/unavailable/
https://www.property.com.fj/apartment-for-rent-in/denarau-paradise-point-6-denarau-western/10395
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878220000487/f8k062620_8k.htm
https://connectonline.asic.gov.au/RegistrySearch/faces/landing/bn/SearchBnRegisters.jspx?_adf.ctrl-state=1boc7d78ia_4
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Tysadco/ClearThink Capital Funded And Promoted ABML: 
They Appear Connected To Barred FINRA Member 
Robert DelVecchio Jr. 

Tysadco Partners LLC has provided capital to ABML, and the documents were signed by Howard Davner. Tysadco
is also listed as an “affiliate” of ClearThink Capital in another SEC filing. ClearThink Capital has been listed as an IR 
contact for ABML(1) . This ties Davner to Robert DelVecchio (bottom left). Business internet source Zoominfo also 
links Davner and DelVecchio to both having worked at Hayden IR. ABML has disclosed using Hayden IR in the past.  
There’s a company called Assured Pharmacy (OTC: APHY) whose CEO is Robert DelVecchio, and who used 
Hayden IR. Mr. DelVecchio’s LinkedIn profile also says he was the Founder of Brockington Securities. 
Mr. DelVecchio Jr’s FINRA profile says he is Barred from the securities industry. 

Source: SEC filing for Renavotio, Inc
1) ClearLink and ABML press release 1,2 and IR Contact

Date Role Person

1/22/21 iCoreConnect
Tysadco Partners, LLC

210 West 77th Street, #7W
New York, NY 10024

12/29/20 Galaxy Next 
Generation

Tysadco Partners, LLC
222 West 80th Street, 

#17A
New York, NY 10024

11/5/20 American 
Battery Metals

Tysadco Partners, LLC
210 West 77th Street, #7W

New York, NY 10024

9/22/20 Beverage USA 
Holdings (1)

7 South Street – 3rd FL
Freehold, NJ 08527

ClearThink’s “Affiliate” is 
Tysadco Partners, LLC Multiple Addresses For Howard Davner’s Tysadco 

Partners, LLC In Just A Few Months

1) Davner’s Partner in Beverage USA Holdings, Rocco LaVista 
has a FINRA record 

https://www.zoominfo.com/pic/hayden-ir-llc/51206291
https://backend.otcmarkets.com/otcapi/company/financial-report/211760/content
http://www.digitaljournal.com/pr/1941577
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robert-delvecchio-8a7379136/
https://brokercheck.finra.org/individual/summary/1649770
https://www.finra.org/rules-guidance/oversight-enforcement/finra-disciplinary-actions?search=2010021475301
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1574910/000147793221000624/riii_ex102.htm
https://www.accesswire.com/598764/American-Battery-Metals-Corporation-Partners-with-Just-Business-to-Rebrand-and-Position-for-Impact-Investment-Round
https://www.accesswire.com/595528/American-Battery-Metals-Corporation-Closes-2625000-Financing-Round
https://irdirect.net/ABML/contact_us
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1408057/000147793221000451/icct_ex103.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1127993/000109181821000002/ex101.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878220000812/f8k110320_ex10z3.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1822277/000182227720000001/xslFormDX01/primary_doc.xml
https://brokercheck.finra.org/individual/summary/2784573
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ABML is Experiencing Extreme Share Dilution, And 
We Believe There is More to Come

ABML issued approximately 137m shares in the six months ended 12/31/20, which increased common shares outstanding by 
35%. In CQ4 2020 alone, the Company issued almost 30m shares with a fair value of $28.8m for “consulting services”.

The Company raised money from GS Capital Partners in late October 2020. Don’t be fooled: Goldman Sachs isn’t 
headquartered in a condo townhome in Brooklyn. “GS” stands for Gabriel Sayegh, who lent money at 10% on terms that were 
convertible into ABML shares at steep 40-60% discounts to the trading price.

We believe more share dilution is inevitable, even excluding any funds required to complete the recycling facility.

Sources: ABML 10-Q Filed 2/16/21.

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878221000135/f10q123120_10q.htm
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Read The Fine Print When Evaluating Batstone’s 
Investment In ABML

Mr. Batstone’s firm “Just Business” announced a $1.25 million equity investment in ABML, but he will receive annual 
compensation of $120,000 for his Board role and an additional $120,000 in ABML shares. In addition, ABML discloses

that Just Business Management is providing consulting services, as is Not For Sale Fund. Thus, we believe 
Mr. Batstone is essentially being compensated for his investment in ABML.

$120K 
annually Oct. 8, 2020 share price $0.12 * 1 million shares = $120K

Just Business invested $1.25 million into 
ABML while Mr. Batstone will receive ~1/5th of 

that investment back in equity and $120k 
annually in exchange for this board role.

Source: SEC

And his investment came after he already secured what sounds like a consulting arrangement with ABML….

Source: ABML Press Release Dated 7/24/20.

https://backend.otcmarkets.com/otcapi/company/financial-report/271558/content
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878220000812/f8k110320_ex10z5.htm
https://irdirect.net/prviewer/release_only/id/4396982
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ABML Is Promoting A Major Stock Listing;
We Believe It Does Not Meet The Criteria 

NYSE Requirement ABML? Nasdaq Capital 
Market (MV Standard)

ABML?

Minimum 
Share Price $4.00 No <$2.00 $2.00 No <$2.00

Meet One Of The 
Following?

Adjusted pre-tax income >$25m for two 
years Does Not Meet Market value >$50m Yes

- Adjusted cash flows >$25m for two 
years

- Market cap >$500m
- Revenues >$100m

Does Not Meet Unrestricted float 
>$15m Yes

- Market cap >$500m
- Revenues >$75m Does Not Meet Shareholders Equity 

>$4m
No, Negative 
Book Value

Source: NYSE Listing Standards and Nasdaq Listing Standards. Note: ABML does not meet any of the four financial and liquidity requirements

Director Batstone – Feb 2021
Source: Twitter “Yes…on #OTC. Uplisting soon.”

CFO Salary – Dec 2020
Source: SEC ABML’s CFO has part of his bonus tied to the Company being uplisted to a major exchange

CEO Doug Cole – Feb 2019
Source: Proactive Investors

“We are planning on uplisting in the next three months. We have a lot of people circling the 
wagons, I should say, to give us money. We are looking for the right money now, at this point in 
time. We already have the money to uplist. We want to get bigger.”

ABML 8-K – Jan 2019
Source: SEC “Will begin process to uplist our shares to improve visibility, liquidity and access to capital“

Spruce Point finds managements’ promotion, and the market’s hype, regarding a potential uplisting unlikely to be 
realized, as ABML does not meet the listing requirements set by either the NYSE or Nasdaq exchanges.

https://www.nyse.com/publicdocs/nyse/listing/NYSE_Initial_Listing_Standards_Summary.pdf
https://listingcenter.nasdaq.com/assets/initialguide.pdf
https://twitter.com/DaveBatstone/status/1365680510119399427
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001576873/000107878221000010/f8k010521_ex10z1.htm
https://www.proactiveinvestors.com/companies/news/312126/lithiumore-in-negotiations-to-purchase-additional-5000-acres-of-land-containing-lithium-12126.html
https://sec.report/Document/0001078782-19-000064/
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ABML Has a History of Questionable Auditor 
Choices

DKM, ABML’s auditor for its FYE 2014, received 
an SEC cease and desist order in 2015

The PCAOB identified deficiencies in its last 
review of ABML’s auditor issued on 9/29/19.

https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2015/34-76608.pdf
https://pcaobus.org/Inspections/Reports/Documents/104-2019-130-Heaton-Company-PLLC.pdf


ABML Valuation Implies Massive 
Downside Risk
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A Penny Stock in Mid-December 2020, ABML 
Is Now Valued At $1.4 Billion

ABML has greatly benefitted from the massive price rise of alternative energy and electric vehicle-related stocks since 
the Presidential election and, probably more importantly, the extremely limited trading liquidity of its shares.

Stock Price 2.37$              (1)
   Percent of 52-Week High 58%
   Percent of 52-Week Low 7874%

   Shares Outstanding 527.5              (2)
   Dilutive Shares 70.0                (3)
Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding 597.5              
Market Capitalization 1,416.0$        
   Cash 0.4$                (4)
   Debt 1.1$                (5)
Enterprise Value 1,416.7$        

Notes
(1) As of 3/9/21
(2) Cover of 10-Q filed 2/16/21
(3) 75.3m warrants at $0.13 average exercise price
(4) As of 12/31/20
(5) Face amount of convertible debt as of 12/31/20

ABML Valuation
($ in millions except per share figures)

Source: Bloomberg

CEO Cole willing to 
start selling stock at 
$0.10 cents and 
$1.20 per share(1)

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001576873/000107878220000433/xslF345X03/primary_doc.xml
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/0001576873/000107878221000035/xslF345X03/primary_doc.xml
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Most Battery And Recycling Plays Trade At 
Modest Multiples

The closest comparable to ABML is Li-Cycle, a battery recycling company that announced a merger with SPAC Peridot 
Acquisition in February 2020. However, only management estimates are available, the revenue ramp achieves meaningful scale 

beyond 2022, and the transaction has yet to close. Therefore, we believe it is most instructive to examine the multiples of battery 
and recycling companies, recognizing some may have relatively greater exposure to batteries and/or EV applications. We note 

that the median EV / 2022E revenue multiple is 3.2x. Importantly, we note that many of these companies have significantly greater 
technology intensity than ABML (or any recycling business), and that recycling businesses, in general, trade at even more 

modest multiples.

Source: Bloomberg

Stock 2020-22E
Price Market Ent. Revenue

Company 3/9/2021 Cap. Value Gross EBITDA CAGR 2021E 2022E 2021E 2022E
Battery Recycling
LI-CYCLE (PERIDOT ACQUISITION CORP) $10.97 1,832.0 1,266.0 NA NA 811% NA 16.9x NA NA
Battery Cells
CONTEMPORARY AMPEREX TECHN-A $46.11 107,403.5 103,442.9 28% 22% 40% 9.3x 6.9x 44.2x 33.1x
LG CHEM LTD $757.98 53,507.8 60,213.8 20% 17% 25% 1.7x 1.5x 11.1x 9.6x
PANASONIC CORP $12.25 30,056.3 34,002.6 29% 9% 3% 0.5x 0.5x 6.0x 5.7x
SAMSUNG SDI CO LTD $559.90 38,501.5 40,861.0 21% 16% 24% 3.3x 2.8x 18.8x 15.5x
Battery Components
BASF SE $85.60 78,624.5 98,482.4 26% 17% 6% 1.3x 1.3x 9.5x 8.8x
ECOPRO BM CO LTD $134.78 2,835.2 2,944.3 12% 11% 56% 2.5x 1.7x 23.7x 15.9x
MITSUBISHI CHEMICAL HOLDINGS $7.65 11,519.6 33,686.2 28% 11% 4% 1.0x 1.0x 8.7x 7.6x
MITSUI CHEMICALS INC $33.35 6,824.7 10,542.5 23% 12% 6% 0.8x 0.8x 6.8x 6.2x
SHANGHAI PUTAILAI NEW ENER-A $13.06 6,476.8 6,739.0 32% 20% 29% 6.0x 4.8x 27.5x 21.4x
UMICORE $56.53 13,928.9 15,686.6 NA 3% 16% 3.5x 3.1x 14.0x 13.0x
YUNNAN ENERGY NEW MATERIAL-A $16.77 14,872.7 15,248.6 42% 45% 37% 16.9x 12.9x 36.3x 26.9x
Battery Materials
ALBEMARLE CORP $145.77 17,001.5 20,607.0 32% 26% 9% 6.4x 5.6x 24.7x 19.4x
GANFENG LITHIUM CO LTD-A $14.05 18,157.0 18,939.6 20% 21% 44% 15.0x 11.5x 51.7x 31.9x
LIVENT CORP $16.98 2,489.4 2,730.7 13% 8% 21% 7.7x 6.4x 50.8x 28.2x
QUIMICA Y MINERA CHIL-SP ADR $52.38 13,197.6 14,336.5 27% 32% 19% 6.6x 5.6x 18.8x 14.7x
Battery Va lue Chain Mean (excluding Li -Cycle) 25% 18% 23% 5.5x 4.4x 23.5x 17.2x
Battery Va lue Chain Median (excluding Li -Cycle) 26% 17% 21% 3.5x 3.1x 18.8x 15.5x
Metal Recycling
COMMERCIAL METALS CO $29.29 3,516.8 4,315.8 17% 12% 2% 0.7x 0.8x 8.5x 7.4x
SCHNITZER STEEL INDS INC-A $41.42 1,137.1 1,421.3 13% 6% NA 0.6x NA 7.4x NA
SIMS LTD $11.29 2,273.9 2,403.7 NA 5% 24% 0.5x 0.5x 8.1x 7.2x
STEEL DYNAMICS INC $47.39 9,999.5 11,827.0 15% 12% 11% 1.0x 1.0x 6.7x 8.9x
Waste Recycling
CASELLA WASTE SYSTEMS INC-A $62.29 3,182.4 3,637.2 33% 23% 7% 4.4x 4.1x 20.5x 18.8x
GEM CO LTD-A $1.32 6,300.4 7,829.1 16% 14% 31% 2.8x 2.3x 19.1x 15.6x
GFL ENVIRONMENTAL INC-SUB VT $33.49 10,930.4 15,935.2 5% 26% 17% 3.9x 3.7x 14.4x 13.7x
WASTE CONNECTIONS INC $102.49 26,876.3 31,436.7 40% 30% 7% 5.4x 5.0x 17.2x 15.9x
Recycling Mean (excluding Li-Cycle) 20% 16% 14% 2.4x 2.5x 12.7x 12.5x
Recycling Median (excluding Li-Cycle) 16% 13% 11% 1.9x 2.3x 11.4x 13.7x

LTM Margins EV / Revenue EV / EBITDA
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We Don’t Believe ABML Deserves Li-Cycle’s Valuation

Despite the caveats regarding Li-Cycle outlined on the previous page, we believe it is instructive to review the 
management estimates from the deal presentation and how the stock is trading. 

Observations on Li-Cycle vs ABML Why ABML Does NOT Deserve Li-Cycle Multiples

• Currently operating 2 facilities (10,000 t/y capacity)
• 9,500 t/y contracted supply
• Initial revenue in 2020 (~$1m)
• Expected to take until 2023 to exceed $200m in revenue 

after spending $383m on capital expenditures from 
2021-2022

• Expected to exit merger transaction with $566m in cash 
and no debt

• Deal PIPE participation from highly credible institutional 
investors

• Experienced management team with battery value chain 
expertise and 80 employees

• Extreme execution risk
• Expects to complete permitting in early 2021 after 

material delays versus original expectations
• No experience in facility construction or ramp up

• Unclear financial / margin model
• Unclear / untested technology position
• No contracted supply
• 20k t/y facility capacity inconsistent with current market 

demand picture
• Most key employees working part-time
• Poorly capitalized (<$1m cash) and needs significant 

financing
• Significant retail ownership with few material institutional 

owners

Source: Li-Cycle February 2021 Deal Presentation. 

2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E
Revenue 12.0$           75.0$           264.0$         700.0$         958.0$         
EBITDA (6.0)$            3.0$             109.0$         339.0$         541.0$         

EV / Revenue NA 17.0x 4.8x 1.8x 1.3x
EV / EBITDA NA NA 11.7x 3.8x 2.4x

Forecasted Financials and Implied Multiples
LI-CYCLE (PERIDOT ACQUISITION CORP) 

https://li-cycle.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Li-Cycle-Investor-Presentation-February-2021.pdf
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We See 55% to 100% Downside Risk in ABML

Rarely have we seen a business so fraught with risk and a management team and business plan that inspires so 
little confidence. We believe ABML’s current valuation is completely nonsensical.

In an absolute best case scenario in which ABML successfully builds and 
ramps its facility, secures adequate battery supply to operate at full capacity, 
and finds customers willing to purchase material at ABML’s estimated prices, 
and assuming ABML should trade in-line with a mix of battery value chain and 
recycling players, we believe ABML is worth less than $1.00/share. 
Importantly, this analysis ignores several key adjustments that would further 
depress our implied target price, including: (1) the impact of share issuance 
from requisite equity financing, and/or (2) the impact of debt issuance and 
high anticipated cash burn. Finally, this analysis assumes that investor 
excitement regarding alternative energy and EV-related stocks, further 
supported by highly accommodative Fed policies, persists well into the future.

Given our distrust of management, conservatism given material execution 
risks, doubts about the near-term battery recycling market opportunity, and 
ABML’s extremely weak capital structure, we believe it is very reasonable to 
say that ABML faces a high probability of business failure. In that scenario, the 
Company has two assets (a car and the land outside Fernley, NV) and an 
approximately equal amount of debt, so we believe a downside price target of 
$0 is a very real possibility.

Spruce Point analysis

2022E Revenue 200.0$          
Comparable Multiple 2.5x
Enterprise Value 500.0$          
   Cash 0.4$              
   Debt 1.1$              
Market Capitalization 499.3$          
FD Shares Outstanding 597.5            
Implied Stock Price 0.84$            
Current Price 2.37$            
Downside From Current -65%

ABML Best Case Valuation
($ in millions except per share figures)

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1576873/000107878221000135/f10q123120_10q.htm


An Investment LODE’ed With 
Questionable People and Claims
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Beware When A Company “Strategically 
Repositions” Itself To The Latest Hot Sector

Investors in Comstock Mining (LODE) should come to grips with the fact that it has failed investors before in its 
previous efforts to become a mining company while under the management of CEO Corrado De Gasperis. LODE is 
now repositioning itself as a “greener pace of metals” in an attempt to attach itself to the latest investor preference 
for ESG stocks and positioning itself as a play on electric vehicle battery recycling. We believe it’s a “Hail Mary” 
attempt at best, with an unproven technology, management, and business model.

Strategic 
Restructuring

In April 2010, the Board approved a strategic plan designed to 
restructure and recapitalize the Company, accelerate mine 
development and production and continue exploration. Since then, 
we have accomplished all of the key milestones contemplated by the 
strategic plan within the time frame contemplated to date.

Strategic Plan

The goal of our strategic plan is to deliver stockholder value by 
validating qualified resources (measured and indicated) and reserves 
(probable and proven) of at least 3,250,000 gold equivalent ounces in 
2013, and commence commercial mining and processing operations 
with annual production rates of approximately 20,000 gold equivalent 
ounces.

(Expected)
Outcome

Failure: The Company ceased mining in 2015 and completed 
processing in 2016, and accordingly did not have any gold or 
silver production or mining revenue during 2017-2020. As of the 
last 10-K: “We do not have proven or probable reserves”

Source: 2019 10-K and 2011 Prospectus

Spruce Point believes that LODE’s strategic plan will result in 
failure. Notably, we analyze its recently promoted battery recycling 
venture and find significant issues with management’s claims that 
should be cause for investor concern

Comstock 
Promotional 

Logo

Jan 2021: LODE’s 3yr goal is to grow its equity value by commercializing 
environment-enhancing, precious and strategic-metal-based products 
and processes that generate a rate of predictable cash flow (throughput) 
from its metal processing operations and royalties and increase the long-
term enterprise value of its mineral properties. 

Our upside case is to validate $525m of value by 2023 from Dayton-
spring development, Lucerne, and our mercury remediation recovery 
technology (Philippines). In addition in Feb 2021, LODE announced a 
transaction giving it a new stake in in a battery recycling venture levered 
to Electric Vehicles. LODE claims this venture will do $100m of revenues 
and $30m of pre-tax profits within 3 years. 

Source: Press Releases (1, 2) and Investor Presentation 

Then Now

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000112097020000015/lode-2019x1231x10k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000114420412061908/v328415_424b5.htm
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/01/07/2154763/0/en/Comstock-Announces-2020-Achievements-Updates-Progress-on-MCU-Ownership-Philippines-Deployment-and-Strategic-Objectives.html
https://www.comstockmining.com/press-releases/comstock-secures-majority-interest-in-lithium-ion-battery-recycling-company-facility-plans-10000-tons-per-year-of-99-9-pure-lithium-ion-cathodes-for-clean-energy-transition/
https://www.comstockmining.com/latest-developments/corrado-degaperis-webcast-presentation-at-noblecon17/
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A Bet On LODE’s CEO Corrado De Gasperis Is A Bet 
On Failure

We believe LODE’s CEO Corrado De Gasperis has an abysmal track record of failure. After promising a 
turnaround at Barzel, it abruptly fell into bankruptcy. In his 10 years as CEO of LODE, the Company has raised 
$176m of capital (debt, equity, and preferred) and accumulated $114m of negative Free Cash Flow. 
In 2020, we see more red flags such as special bonuses to the CEO, a material weakness, auditor 
dismissal, and CFO resignation.

“Corrado De Gasperis, Barzel’s CEO, stated, 
“Today, 30 years after the birth of the 
company, Novamerican Steel is shedding 
the final vestiges of its outdated past and 
publicly marking the start of our very 
different journey.  Our focus is on the needs 
of our customers and we are demonstrating 
that reliability and quality of goods must not 
come at the expense of speed of delivery.  Our 
goal is to maximize the throughput (that is, the 
speed at which we generate cash through 
sales) from our one, fully integrated network of 
processing, manufacturing and distribution 
facilities.” 

De Gasperis 
Touts A 

Turnaround
At Barzel
Industries

Feb 13, 2009

“On September 15, 2009 (the “Petition 
Date”), the Company and its U.S. 
subsidiaries filed voluntary petitions for 
relief under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy 
Code in the Bankruptcy Court seeking relief 
under the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code 
(the “Bankruptcy Case”) and the Canadian 
subsidiaries of the Company filed an 
application with the Canadian Court seeking 
relief under the provisions of the CCAA (the 
“Canadian Case”)….  On September 14, 2009, 
each of the following officers of the Company 
resigned for good reason from their respective 
positions with the Company: Corrado De 
Gasperis, Chief Executive Officer and 
Domenico Lepore, President.”

Barzel Files For 
Bankruptcy,
De Gasperis 

Resigns
Sept 15, 2019

Sources: Novamerican Steel Announces Name Change To Barzel Industries, Barzel Bankruptcy

Apr 2010: Corrado 
appointed CEO and 
approves turnaround

Aug 2020: 
Material 
Weakness 
Disclosed

Sept 2020
Aqua Metals 
CFO to 
Board, Later 
For LiNiCo 
With Them

May 2020
CEO gets 
special bonus 
for capital 
raising and 
M&A

Sept 2020
Deloitte 
dismissed as 
Auditor

Feb 2020
CFO Giron 
resigns

Comstock Mining Share Price Under De Gasperis 

Source: Bloomberg

Sept 2019
CAO leaves, 
CFO Giron 
Joins

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1362614/000093244009000114/ex99-1_1313571.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1362614/000093244009000664/form8k_267859.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000114420410022061/v182157_8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/ix?doc=/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000112097020000032/lode-20200630x10q.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000112097020000043/a2020-09x16merrillannu.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000089706920000269/sb051.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000112097020000050/a2020-09x23comstockmin.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000112097020000005/combined8-kmarch20201.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000089706919000397/cmw126a.htm
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A LODE of Profits, or a LODE of Potential Failed 
Promises? 

We believe LODE’s promotion of its new expansion into EV battery recycling is fraught with risks and a high degree 
of likelihood to fail. The “patent pending” is for LiFePO4 battery technology, not used by Tesla in the U.S.


LiNiCo A Questionable 

Company With No Track 
Record

LiNiCo is a new company with no track record in battery recycling. The Company will be based in Nevada. We 
previously identified the CEO in connection with a failed financing attempt at ABML through a Fiji entity. His 
firm VCM Group has mysteriously disappeared, and now he’s the CEO of LiNiCo?


Unproven Technology In 

The Real World
LiNiCo is licensing a “patented technology” from a 2-person company called Green Li-Ion in Singapore. Yet, 
we can only find a “patent-pending” status for LiFePO4, a battery with limited adoption and not being used by 
Tesla in the U.S. We find evidence that Green Li-Ion has “puffed up” its credentials to attract investor attention.


Being Advised By A 
Competitor Whose 

Relative Is A Securities 
Fraudster?

Comstock lists Scott Jolcover (a brothel owner) as a consultant for “commercial transactions”. Mr. Jolcover is 
currently Chief Resource Officer at American Battery Metals (ABML), a competing venture in Nevada also 
claiming to develop an integrated lithium-ion battery recycling facility. Mr. Jolcover has invested in the past with 
Barry Honig, an SEC-charged promoter known for “pump-and-dump” schemes. Scott Jolcover is related to 
Jeffrey Jolcover, who was convicted of securities fraud in the late ‘90s and is linked to John V. Winfield, 
LODE’s biggest shareholder. 


Technology Backer and 
Operator Have No $$ At 

Risk

Neither the CEO of LiNiCo or founders of Green Li-Ion appear to have put any capital into their respective 
companies. Thus, we believe they have little “at-risk” if the venture fails other than their time and effort. Spruce 
Point generally favors investing in companies where entrepreneurs put “their money where their mouth is”.


Plant Facility Was 

Damaged By A Fire
LiNiCo is promoting Aqua Metals’ (“Aqua”) facility - damaged in an industrial fire while under its ownership. As 
a public company, Aqua has a track-record of disappointing investors. Aqua’s contribution to the venture is its 
stock and is putting up no cash. Aqua’s CFO sits on LODE’s Board. Whose interest does he best serve?


3-Year Path To 

Extraordinary Profits A 
Stretch

LiNiCo has filed a redacted 3-Year Financial Model, and the press release claims the business can do $100m 
of sales and $30m of pre-tax profits. Spruce Point believes these targets have little chance of ever being 
realized. Few businesses achieve such success in such a short time. LiNiCo hasn’t even identified where it will 
source its batteries and who will be its customers, among other critical success factors. 


Nonsensical And 

Irreconcilable Business 
Valuation

There’s a disconnect between the financial targets provided for LiNiCo and the business valuation. LiNiCo’s
implied valuation, which is disputed between the parties, is somewhere between $16.8m to $20.0m. Why 
would LiNiCo sell to investors a $30m profit stream for $20m? Is this really the best deal that LiNiCo could find 
from two microcap public companies in a market where capital is cheap and abundant? 
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Green Li-Ion and Comstock Mining need to explain: (1) What exactly is patented, and (2) In what jurisdictions is it 
patented? There are claims in LODE’s press release of “patented equipment” and “patented deep technology”, yet 
the only record in Singapore for Green Li-Ion Pte. Ltd, where the Company is based, is of a “pending” application for 
“Development of new technology for recycling of the LiFePO4 battery”. Furthermore, Green Li-Ion’s own website
makes no mention of a patent, and we cannot find any evidence of a patent pending or issued in the United States, 
where LiNiCo is to have exclusive use.(1,2)   

What Exactly Is Patented?

Source: Comstock Mining Press Release, Feb 17, 2021

Notice Conflicting Language: First Saying “Patented Process 
Equipment” Then “Patented Deep Technology” Singapore IP Search Says “Pending” Since June 22, 2020

Source: Singapore IP
1) US patent application search 
2) US patent search

Based on our research, we believe LiFePO4 
batteries have historically been used for shorter 

range transportation vehicles (scooters, 
bicycles, campers, RVs). To date, there’s only 

been discussion of using a battery similar to this 
in the Tesla Model 3 in China. (Sources: 1,2,3)

https://www.greenli-ion.com/#HOME
https://www.comstockmining.com/press-releases/comstock-secures-majority-interest-in-lithium-ion-battery-recycling-company-facility-plans-10000-tons-per-year-of-99-9-pure-lithium-ion-cathodes-for-clean-energy-transition/
https://ip2sg.ipos.gov.sg/RPS/WP/CM/IPDetailsPTP.aspx?AppNbr=URJlgTw3m0hSQ8Ed60a%2f5nQBwTid2%2blcutDacc0ngA1d27Er3SXbTlhtSGiGVrVXnaPt1VVzJds1NxjRePDsBBrc%2fB3svBVR%2fyKtXLwWWEmRQVLpRE6KeyFWEySOk4tgEQ85AKsZ7dwfuLUU7ncS1QKAUr5ev%2b4GjG69Y6%2bcdllQ3e5OlRJafqazGjvYa8FGh8ZPY3RI%2fwHv7Tfdq0X5PDfIoE3JMKa%2bmnfhT0w5z1Z%2ff1Q73OOZdE2Ygpl3vLrfF1Y4T2eelhLFihjFMwQkgX4GyUOUV%2fw9UWWBRPerXOjkhWDL%2f7ShpPpVXwrHzE1%2fdgd2qrXCr7s7VpZmCXHD1g%3d%3d
http://appft.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html
http://patft.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html
https://forums.tesla.com/discussion/15627/lithium-iron-phosphate-lifepo4-batteries
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-10-01/tesla-said-to-cut-price-on-chinese-model-3-with-catl-battery
https://www.solacity.com/how-to-keep-lifepo4-lithium-ion-batteries-happy/
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LODE is promoting its new lithium recycling investment in LiNiCo, which is using the proceeds to increase its direct 
strategic investment in Green Li-ion Pte, Ltd. (“Green Li-ion”) and purchase Green Li-ion’s patented process 
equipment with exclusive rights for the U.S. market. Green Li-ion’s website promotes having three investors, but 
upon closer inspection it appears the Company may be misrepresenting itself: HAX and SOSV appear to be related. 
The third investor, Entrepreneur First, doesn’t even list or profile the Company among its 312 investments. 

Green Li-ion: A New Company With A Patent To 
Promote

Source

Source

Source

Entrepreneur First 
profiles 312 companies 
it has invested in, but 

not Green Li-Ion

https://sosv.com/portfolio/
https://hax.co/portfolio
https://www.greenli-ion.com/#INVES
https://www.joinef.com/companies/
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Singapore records show Green Li-Ion PTE Ltd is a thinly-capitalized venture, having raised just $1.4m before 
LiNiCo’s investment. Most importantly, we see that the founders (the CEO and CTO) have put no money into the 
Company. Furthermore, HAX is not listed as an investor as represented on the website. 

A Closer Look At Green Li-ion

The CTO and Founder Have Nothing At Risk Other 
Than SGD 40 Dollars of Nominal Capital

Source: Singapore Founders have no 
capital at risk.

Where is 
HAX?

https://www.tis.bizfile.gov.sg/ngbtisinternet/faces/oracle/webcenter/portalapp/pages/TransactionMain.jspx?selectedETransId=dirSearch&prchseInfo=BPC
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A party to the transaction is LiNiCo Corporation, a brand new company formed in November 2020 in a nice house in 
Carson City, NV by Mr. Michael S. Vogel the President, Secretary, Treasurer and Director. Mr Vogel’s LinkedIn profile
describes himself as an “entrepreneur” with “18 years’ of his career working in the construction industry on multi-
billion-dollar infrastructure projects for multinational top-tier contractors located both in Australia and the Pacific 
region.” There is nothing in his biography about having any experience working in the U.S. or understanding 
EV battery recycling. In addition, his corporate biography omits VCM Group, an entity that reneged on a deal 
with ABML and suddenly went dark. 

The Mysterious LiNiCo Corporation

Source Google Maps: 204 W. Spear Carson City, NV

https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-v-62893a12/
https://linicocorp.com/our-team/michael-vogel-2/
https://esos.nv.gov/EntitySearch/BusinessFilingHistoryOnline
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A close evaluation of the transaction shows that neither the CEO/founder of LiNiCo or Aqua Metals are putting any 
real cash into the deal. In fact, the Founder is receiving $500,000, but for no explicitly clear reason. The SEC 
filings reference a “3-Year Financial Model” for the Company, which Spruce Point believes is a short-sighted time 
period for any new business venture to achieve commercial success. 

The Mysterious LiNiCo Corporation (Cont’d)

The Founder 
and CEO has no 
invested capital

Source: SEC filing

The press release 
claimed “$2.0m for 

a 10% stake”. 
In reality, the 

investment was 
made with 

375,000 AQMS 
shares and 
not cash.

We Believe Few, If Any, 
Business Models Achieve 

Commercial Success Within 
Three Years

Capitalization Table of LiNiCo

The Company 
still doesn’t 

appear to have 
any employees 

per LinkedIn

$500k to the 
Founder, but for 
what reason? 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000112097021000036/linico-stockxpurchasexagre.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/company/linico-corporation/people/
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There’s an enormous disconnect between the financial targets provided for LiNiCo and the valuation placed on the 
business. LODE is claiming $100m of sales with $30m of pre-tax income, all within its 3-year financial model. Yet, 
LiNiCo’s implied valuation, which is disputed between the parties, is somewhere between $16.8m to $20.0m. Why 
would LiNiCo’s Founder and CEO sell to investors a $30m profit stream for $20m? Is this really the best deal that 
LiNiCo could find in a market where capital is cheap and abundant? 

The Mysterious LiNiCo Corporation (Cont’d)

“LiNiCo plans to commence production later this year, building toward cathode production capacity of about 
10,000 tons per year. At just 33% of that rate and 60% of applicable commodity prices, the LiNiCo facility 
should generate more than $100 million in sales with pre-tax operating income margins exceeding 30%, 
adding 40 good paying Nevada jobs and making a landmark contribution to Comstock’s Environmental, Social 
and Corporate Governance (“ESG”), Product and Process Stewardship and Climate Smart Mining goals.” 

Comstock’s 
Financial 

Targets For 
LiNiCo

Source: Comstock Press Release

Comstock’s 
Investment

“The Company will pay $4,500,000 in 
cash and 3,000,000 shares of its 

restricted common stock, representing 
up to $10,750,000 in consideration for 

up to a 64% ownership stake in 
LiNiCo.” 

Aqua Metals 
Investment

“Aqua Metals is investing 
$2,000,000 for a 10% stake in 

LiNiCo.” 

$10.75m / 64% = $16.8m $2.0m / 10% = $20.0m
Implied Values 

Differ

https://www.comstockmining.com/press-releases/comstock-secures-majority-interest-in-lithium-ion-battery-recycling-company-facility-plans-10000-tons-per-year-of-99-9-pure-lithium-ion-cathodes-for-clean-energy-transition/
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With ABML promoting its ability to become a leader in battery recycling within the state of Nevada, we find it curious that its Chief 
Resource Officer Scott Jolcover is also a consultant to Comstock Mining in “commercial transactions”. Comstock now has a 
competing venture with the formation of LiNiCo, claiming that on just 33% of 10,000 tons it can produce $100m of sales. ABML 
claims it can do $200m of sales with a 20,000 ton facility. Investors should also be aware that Mr. Jolcover was an investor in 
Pershing Gold Corp (PGLC). Pershing was a company controlled by Barry Honig, an individual the SEC has brought civil 
litigation against for running “pump-and-dump” schemes.(1,2) Mr. Jolcover is related to Jeffrey Jolcover, who pleaded guilty 
to charges of conspiracy to commit securities, mail and wire fraud, and money laundering in connection with the sales of 
securities to the public in wireless television system.(3) Scott Jolcover also owns a brothel in Nevada called the Playmate Ranch 
and Spa, which we believe doesn’t look good from a governance perspective as ABML claims to seek a major stock exchange listing.

Who Is Scott Jolcover, And Is There A Major Conflict 
of Interest?

Source: ABML website

Source: Comstock Mining website also here
1) Pershing Gold S-1 filing shows Mr. Scott Jolcover as an investor
2) SEC Litigation vs. Barry Honig and others 
3) “Fraud Suspect Kills Himself”, Las Vegas Sun, March 1998

https://americanbatterytechnology.com/our-team/
https://www.comstockmining.com/team/scott-jolcover/
https://www.comstockmining.com/about/consultants/
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1432196/000152153613000090/q1100947_s1a-pershing.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/complaints/2020/comp24771.pdf
https://lasvegassun.com/news/1998/mar/20/fraud-suspect-kills-self/
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Jolcover’s Brothel “Side” Business

Source: Playmate Ranch Facebook page Source: Mineral County Property Search
State of Nevada Business Search 

According to Nevada State and Mineral County records, Scott Jolcover is the owner of Playmate Ranch and Spa 
LLC, located a few miles south of Mina, NV on US Route 95. Brothels are legal in Mineral County. Yet, Spruce 
Point believes it is concerning to see that Mr. Jolcover has another side business on top of his potentially 
conflicting roles at two public companies. While ABML seeks, and investors’ hope, an uplisting to a major 
stock exchange is a catalyst for the shares, it remains to be seen how the exchange listing committee, 
or ESG investors for that matter, will view a key management team member’s involvement in a brothel.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Playmate%20Ranch/549643861908246/
https://mineralnv.devnetwedge.com/personalproperty/view/PE000081/2021
https://esos.nv.gov/EntitySearch/OnlineEntitySearch
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We Believe Scott Jolcover’s Relative Was Convicted of 
Securities Fraud And Has Also Been Connected To LODE 

Source: GoldSpring (predecessor to Comstock Mining) 8-K filing and S-1
1. A public obituary in Illinois links “Scott, Sandra and Jeffrey Jolcover”
2. Open source internet search (s) links them as related and of approximately the same age
3. FTC 1993 Annual Report – “Preliminary and Permanent Injunctions”

“On January 17, 2008, the Company’s Board of Directors 
elected Robert T. Faber and Scott Jolcover as directors of the 

Company to fill vacancies on the Board. Mr. Faber has served as 
the Company’s President and Chief Executive Officer since 

September 2004 and Chief Financial Officer since June 2003. Mr. 
Jolcover served as Manager of the Plum Mine prior to and after 
it was acquired by GoldSpring in November 2003. Since leaving 
GoldSpring in 2006, Mr. Jolcover has worked as a consultant. 

Source: Nevada Business Filings For “Comstock Merger Mines, Inc”

Prior to changing its name and ticker to Comstock Mining (LODE) in July 2010, the Company was called GoldSpring 
Mining (GSPG). Scott and Jeffrey Jolcover received shares from selling assets to the Company. Scott joined as 
Director in January 2008. Shortly after in June 2008, we find evidence that Jeffery Jolcover formed an entity called 
Comstock Merger Mines, Inc., though its purpose is unclear. We believe Jeffrey Jolcover is related to Scott 
Jolcover.(1,2) Jeffrey Jolcover pleaded guilty to securities fraud and was scrutinized by the FTC.(3)

Source: SEC Litigation

“Meanwhile, Jeffrey Jolcover of Las Vegas, who worked for the 
state from 1977 to 1979, faces a prison term of up to 25 years.
Standing next to his attorney in federal court Thursday morning, 
Joseph Cronin of Reno, Jolcover pleaded guilty to charges of 
conspiracy to commit securities, mail and wire fraud, and 
money laundering in connection with the sales of securities to 
the public in wireless television systems.”

Source: “Fraud Suspect Kills Himself”, Las Vegas Sun, March 20, 1998

“On November 11, 2003, we issued 64,486 shares to Jeffrey 
Jolcover for the purchase of the water rights with the Plum Mining 
acquisition….On November 6, 2003, we issued a total of 64,486 
shares to Scott Jolcover for the purchase of the water rights with 
the Plum Mining acquisition.”

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000114420408004289/v100933_8k.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000121390004000319/fs1a1_goldspring.htm
https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-2004-01-25-0401250064-story.html
https://curadvisor.com/pro/Jeffrey-Jolcover-GZBNB9GC
https://www.mylife.com/scott-jolcover/e409688194980
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports_annual/annual-report-1993/ar1993_0.pdf
https://esos.nv.gov/EntitySearch/BusinessInformation
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr15495.txt
https://lasvegassun.com/news/1998/mar/20/fraud-suspect-kills-self/
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According To Local Accounts, Securities Fraudster 
Jeffrey Jolcover Is Linked To LODE’s Largest Shareholder, 
John V. Winfield

1. LODE’s proxy statement filed Sept 2019
2. LODE’s proxy statement filed Sept 2020

“As the rest of the day passed quietly, several small groups of investors and potential investors found their way up to 
our Information Center at Maynard Station where they were provided with information about CMI, its predecessor 
companies and its leadership, including Jeffrey Jolcover, an officer with Winfield in D.W.C. Resources, who 

was sentenced to 37 months in federal prison for stock fraud and money laundering.”

According to local media, as reported by the Comstock Residents Association, convicted securities fraudster 
Jeffery Jolcover is an officer of DWC Resources, a Company owned by John V. Winfield. DWC Resources has 
completed transactions with Comstock Mining.(1) According to LODE’s recent proxy statement, the Winfield Group 
is the largest shareholder, owning 3.3m shares or 9.7% of the Company.(2)

Source: Comstock Residents Association - 2017

Local Citizens Link Stock Fraudster Jeffrey Jolcover To LODE’s Largest Shareholder John Winfield

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000114420419046517/tv530267_def14a.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000112097020000057/a2020-10x07_comstockxproxy.htm
http://www.comstockresidents.org/meet-n-greet-gold-hill/
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LODE’s Biggest Shareholder Has Also Invested In 
Two Scandal-Ridden Companies

Mr. Winfield’s investing track record also includes investing in Feihe International (also known as American Dairy, 
Inc - Nasdaq: ADY). Shortly after, ADY disclosed an SEC investigation, dismissed its public accountant, 
suspended its S-1 statement, and announced results from 2004-2006 would be re-audited. In addition, Mr. Winfield 
invested in China Sky One Medical, a Company later charged with fraud by the SEC for phony sales.  

Source: American Dairy 8-K filing (Dec 2007)
Source: Winfield entities as investors (Aug 2007)

Winfield Entities Invested In 
The American Dairy Prior To A Scandal

Source: SEC Charges China Sky One Medical and Top Executive with 
Inflating Financial Results through Phony Sales (Sept 2012)
Source: Winfield as investor (April 2008)

Winfield Invested Pre-IPO In China Sky One Medical, Later 
Charged With Fraud By The SEC

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/789868/000114420407066958/v096962_ex99-1.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/789868/000114420407039598/v082672_424b4.htm
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2012/lr22470.htm:%7E:text=SEC%20Charges%20China%20Sky%20One,Financial%20Results%20through%20Phony%20Sales&text=(CSKI)%20and%20its%20CEO%20and,statements%20by%20millions%20of%20dollars.
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/798985/000114420408021853/v110115_s1.htm
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The Majority of LODE Employees Are In 
“Communications”

LODE’s recent proxy statement says it has at least 12 employees, yet at least 3 employees (including the CEO) are 
involved with investor relations and communications. Why does such a lean and thinly capitalized company 
have more people in communications than finance and accounting roles? Furthermore, why has LODE not 
filled these two vacancies: Chief Accounting and Chief Financial Officer?

Role Person

CEO and Investor Marketing Corrado De Gasperis

Director, External Relations Comstock Mining Inc. Zach Spencer

Marketing, Corporate Communications, Operations, 
Investor Relations Julie Draksler

Chief Accounting Officer ????

Chief Financial Officer ????

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1120970/000112097020000057/a2020-10x07_comstockxproxy.htm
https://www.comstockmining.com/team/corrado-de-gasperis/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/zachmspencer/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jddraksler/
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What’s LODE Worth…Not Much We Believe

At the end of the day, we believe LODE has failed to deliver on its corporate promises, has a subpar CEO, and illiquid assets
of little productive value. We believe the LiNiCo transaction won’t succeed and that investors should value LODE at a multiple 
of its cash. Our price target is approximately $0.35 - $0.70 /share.

$ in mm except per share figures

Shares Outstanding 12/31/20 34.4

Board Restricted Stock 0.5

New Shares Issued – March 2021 4.0

Shares Pledged to LiNiCo 3.0

Total Shares Outstanding (A) 41.9
Cash and Equivalents at 12/31/20 $2.5

New Cash From Stock Issuance – March 2021 $15.0

Less: Cash Pledged to LiNiCo ($4.5)

Total Est. Cash and Equivalents $10.5
Less: Reclamation Liability (less bonded deposit) ($3.4)

Pro Forma Adj Cash and Equivalents (B) $7.1
Net Cash Per Share (A/B) $0.17c

Multiple of Cash To Capture Going Concern 2x - 4x

LODE Share Price Value $0.34 - $0.68

Spruce Point Estimated Value of LODE
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